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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals , short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to:

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For non members living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air) , Aus $95
Airmatl. Cheques shou ld be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysai lor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph : (066) 280356
8am-8pm
E-mail: skysailor. @om.com.au
Keep the articles coming! !
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped. self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is appli cable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout , separations and extra work
incur additional costs .
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Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel 069 472 888, Fax 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 33331 1 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065 592713
Mobile: 0 18 657419
For if!formation about site ratings,
sites and other local mailers, conflict
the appropriate sfllte association!
region or club.

Vice-president: Andrew Humphries,
42 Cunni ngham Tce, Daglish WA
6008,093816053,09388240 1 Fx,
0 18917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81. Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792
H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 3212, 019 404299, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289. 049 5702 16 H, 049 499199
W, 049 499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
430 1,078 142 11 3 H, 0 18 662328 W,
078 142154 Fx
Board Member: Robert Woodward.
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenn y Ganderton , Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 287 1,
0685 14 148 H, 068 521455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl , U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 374 1, 0 15 854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 0 18 18107 1
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597 105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Hai nes, Public Relations , 042
94 103 I phlfxltam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
I B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 8 1064 1
Northern NSW Region
Pres . Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069 H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9 180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603; Pres.
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COVER PHOTO
There are two ways to get your head above the trees.
Tony Dennis of The Right Altitude Hang Gliding School
flying over Tipperary Sanctuary in the Northern Territory.
Photo by Kevin Langham

CENTRE
Gerry Charlebois over the Napoli coast, Hawaii
Photo by Tom Sanders/Aerial Focus/Cerry Charlebois
CREDITS
Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
28 14556 H, 0 18 625091; Sec.
Catheri ne Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
29 17978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 2813746 H, 06 2684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van E1dik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019
617935,070341451 phlfx; Secrrrs :
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, 079
555 133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 615 1; Pres
Doug Trent : 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx:

John Heffernan, Jules Makk
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461 B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181 ; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH , 052 272523 BH ; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052438245 AH, 052
64109 1 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248 .
Sec. Steve Drinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres . Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437237
Conondale XC Fliers
Club Inc
13 Cottman St,
Buderim Q 4556,
Fax: 074451897
Gladstone HG Club
4 Caimcross St

Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
SecfTreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392
SecfTreas Ron

9.00
I Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full
I colour enamel logo
6.95
I Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
I Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices

II Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

I
I
I

: HGFA Schedule of Fees
I Membership Fees
11 2 months (FULL) Membership
$125
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
I Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$15
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
$20
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
I renewal fee
$150
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
$150 pa,
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150
Passenger Carrying Endorsements:

Huxhagen 079
552913.079555122
Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W

SSO. Bob Bames
065540416
IIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
SSO. James Nathaniel
046810641
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Roger Lilford
062815404 h
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359120,
062359060
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 576019 w,
064 567171 h
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club
Inc

$150 pa
Initial issue (12 mths)
$40 qtr
(3 mths)
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 •
PHG Instructor Examination & check$50
flight s (payable to PHG Examiner)
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
$30
manuals, etc) ##
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (IPPI) Noncompetition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
$15
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max . $250 per inspection/approval).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.

## Includes all updated material from Level I.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facilit y approvals.
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Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Peter O'Loughlin
049430158
Sec John O'Donohue
049549084
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715H
Sec : Mike Warner
02452 1217 H
02 99555099 W
02 99555991 W fax
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
PG SO Godfrey
Wenness 067 856545
ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
06 2886311
Sec. Robert Burns
06 2581181
Meet 1st Tues ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H

SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale. Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244,018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jor
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres & Sec. David
Mills
0398192712 H
()3 92822448 W
1st Wed ea month
Vine Hotel , 59
Wellington St,
Collingwood
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin Gingell Kent
Sec. Craig Martinson
035928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKmnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas . Michael Derry
09 3415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet 1st Wed ,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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For those of you who have been incredulous that I haven't
yet caught up with the times I now have an Email address
which is :
skysailor@om.com.au

H

ello all! Another issue and further into the year; isn't it
flying by?

Hopefully by now you will have returned the Special
Resolution Voting form that was mailed out with our February
magazine. The Special Resolution was to accept amendments
to the HGFA constitution, as recommended by the Board.
Also in progress is the HGFA Management Board Ballot
which you should have received in the mail by now. This ballot also has to be in before the end of March (27th). The highly
skilled and motivated nominees put forward are a good example of the experience and knowledge within our ranks. I found
it extremely difficult to choose only 9!
Nominating for a Board position is a big decision . Working
for our sport at that level involves quite an amount of work and
sacrifice of personal time. These people deserve our full support.
The competition season is winding up and pilots are returning to their normal lives. Congratulations to our women pilots
who recently competed in the 6th Women's World
Championships in Bright. Australia has maintained its fourth
place in the teams event. See the results in Around About.

I have no doubt that a lot of you will make use of the 'net'!
While many of you have been 'surfing the net' full on for
some time, I should tell you that I'm only at the paddling
stage! However, I have my resident computer expert, Greg to
assist and I'm hoping that it won't be too steep a learning
curve for me!
Isn't our cover photo this month stunning?! And no, it's not
some exotic location overseas; it can be found in our very own
backyard, the Northern Territory. Tony Dennis and photographer Kevin Langham have succeeded in providing quite a different shot.
A short, but thought provoking, article of note can be found
on page 13. Having used farmers' properties for years while
flying, I've been known to preach about gates, rubbish, behaviour etc, but I'd never considered the damage we can do by
transferring weeds from one site to another. It's quite frightening to think of the extra work we could make for farmers and
the damage we could unwittingly do.
A social event of some note last month was the marriage of
Toni Noud to Grant White. Congratulations to you both!
Happy reading and safe flying!

Onshore Paragliders

SIMPLY, MORE!

.. ..~. ;g1~~-.

Our latest development in the
Pro Design Challenger: from $3700
'. " -:' '/~~~"
new Intermediate/Performance
Pro Design Compact: from $4200
.; ~~;j?d:;~~'
. . Class is called PRO-FEEL. With
.;e~
-:- ~'..'l
Pro Design Pro Feel : from $4350
'...F,..,
': :'~;~'<"
" AO
the PRO-F E EL t he com b"Inatlon 0 f
: ". ',/7.~,;{·z" ~~
dynamic characteristics and
Pro Design Contest : from $4800
:.,~:.:.~ , \.. '\..
uncompromising simplicity has
'. . ",..~,
Pro Design Companion Tandem ': $5100
~'\...
succeeded in an impressive way.
7 second hand/demo canopies of all
'.
".
\
.....
"'.}
\~"
The. noticeably improved perforsizes in stock from $1000
" " \ :~, ...;~,
'
mance range of the glider has exceeded
" ".'·:·~·l'··'/ · '.
the limits and turned flying into more of an
Garry Stevenson
. ", ", \ ..'-:, .:.' :: '
'"
adventure than ever before. The Speed
8 Regent Street
...........', .......;.~ .:: .
System has been optimised to increase the speed
Jan Juc VIC 3228
• ,'.
.J
' ''-...,
range remarkably, and precise handling together
Tel: 018 351389
with an excellent climb rate has guaranteed maxiAHIFax: 052 616555
, ,, '. )'
mum fun for thermal flying . This new exciting canopy
:.
'
:\
.
..
j
~'
design makes the PRO-FEEL stand out from all the
l'\\ '. ,j'
...---------------;:'r''71 .
rest. Like all PRO-DESIGN paragliders, the PRO-FEEL
Pro-Feel
35
33
has convincing easy launch characteristics and
,
25.58 m'
27.68 m
Area projected
,
outstanding in-flight stability. The PRO-DESIGN pio30.7 m'
28.6 m
Area layout
.,
nee ring line concept, and the use of only the

,:-;" . . . . ...,>:':'

.,"'. J-"

'\ \

"

.....:. ..

~\:' Ji '~ ' ' ''. .' !.~:.~... .

Span proj .
Span layout
Average Chord proj
Aspect ratio
Aspect Ratio layout
No. of cells
Weight
Total load
Speed
Max. speed with
speed system
Certification
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9.96 m
11.8 m
2.64 m
3.67
4.87
33
6.5 kg
70-90 kg
24-36 km/h

10.35 m
'.. ;. -.". "
12.46 m
\
:. .
2.67 m
3.87
,.
5.06
35
6.9 kg
85-1 05 kg
24-36 km/h

45 km/h
SHV/AFNOR

45 kmlh
SHV/AFNOR

~..

highest quality materials and manufactur~
ing techniques underlines the
~_
safety of these gliders.
~ ~
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Enterprise Wings
Postscript
After a great deal of negotiation over the last two months we have
reached an agreement with Moyes Delta Gliders to both continue the
manufacture of the Rage glider and to supply spare parts and service
for our glider range. We apologise to our customers for the lengthy period that spare parts were unavailable particularly at such a crucial time
in the Australian season.
This was due to the Christmas and competition period making it difficult to bring together the parties concerned and the quite complicated
nature of the deal which involved both certification and distribution
arrangements. These aspects have been resolved to the satisfaction of
all parties and Moyes have received all the necessary plans, jigs and
information required to begin construction.

Dear Marie,
Re: New Insurance Facilities Hang Gliders
I am writing to let you know about some
new insurance facilities which have recently
developed and which I think will be of considerable interest to HGFA members.

All enquiries for spare parts or Rage hang gliders from both retail
customers and agents or distributors should now be directed to Moyes
Delta Gliders on phone 02 3875622 or fax 02 3874472.

Some members would be aware that
there was an insurance facility available
through a company in Victoria, offering a
form of transit insurance plus a limited cover
for
theft
from
locked
premises.
Unfortunately, this facility ceased early in
January 1996 but I am pleased to say I have
been able to renegotiate an improved version
of cover through another local insurer.

Regards from the Enterprise Wings Team

Principally, I imagine this will be of
interest to trike owners but there is no reason
why other hang glider owners would not
want to take advantage of this insurance.
We can now offer two (2) levels of
cover:I.

An insurance covering damage caused
by fire, flood or collision and/or over-

turning of a conveying vehicle (transit
risks) extended to include fire and theft
from a locked vehicle or premises.
Costs for this insurance will be based
on $20 per $1000 plus flat fee (minimum premium $175) and subject to a
$500 excess.
2.

A full accidental damage cover limited
to ground and transportation risks
(excluding flight and taxiing). This
cover is written under an aircraft policy
and provides much broader insurance
protection covering things like storm
damage, malicious damage or non collision transit risks such as loading and
unloading or damage caused by shifting on the trailer etc. The cost of this
insurance will be based on $40 per
$1000 and a flat fee of $35 (minimum
premium $200) and subject to an
excess of 5% of the aircraft value (minimum $750). Because of the nature of
this insurance, cover would be restricted only to registered trikes.

In addition to the two (2) covers mentioned, we can now advise the availability of
a third cover option which is basically full
flight risks insurance. In other words, a full
aircraft policy. Cover under this policy will
be provided only after each potential proposer has provided full experience and usage
details. There will be restrictions and minimum experience levels applicable and rates
will vary according to the data provided.
Nevertheless, particularly with some of the
more expensive trikes now entering the market, I hope members will be delighted to
know there is some scope to obtain full
insurance coverage on their aircraft.

6

Flight Risks Personal Accident
Insurance
Apart from the above new services, we
have been able to offer Personal Accident
cover limited to flight risks only for HGFA
members. This has not been widely advertised so consequently only a few members
have secured this form of cover with us.
Through further articles in your magazine
and advertising, we hope to make the availability of this insurance generally known as it
is a fact that most Life and Accident companies will exclude hang gliding injuries.
Therefore, this cover provides a very valuable stop-gap cover and can be used in conjunction with ordinary Life and Accident
policies.
As I am sure you are aware, my company
specialises in aviation insurance and we currently handle the members ' HGFA Liability
cover. Therefore, I am quite excited and
pleased to be able to offer these new facilities
which I hope will be of great benefit to a
large number of HGFA members. My office
will be pleased to receive any enquiries by
phone, fax or in writing, to Chamberlain
Knights Pty Ltd PO Box 329 Epping NSW
2121 , phone 02 8684044, fax 02 8685262.
Kind Regards.
Yours Faithfully,
Kevin Chamberlain,
Director, Chamberlain Knights Pty Ltd

Dear Marie & Pilots
Having to recover from a non-hang gliding injury in the middle of the flying season
can't be described; only experienced, should
you really, really want to. So I did the next

SKYSAILOR

In these difficult times when
many of us go without, it is very
frustrating to say the least. This
was obviously an allusion to the
mile high club and presuming of
course we are referring to the
statutory mile high club and not
the nautical mile high club, we are
concerned that neither pilot had a
VHF radio and therefore had clearly not obtained clearance to penetrate the 5,000' barrier.
We have also heard that male
paraglider pilots are able to stay up
all day and we are therefore most
concerned at the likelihood of the
flood of conversions from the rigid
wing members to the floppy contingent.
We trust that the HGFA take
the offending members firmly in
hand and that the appropriate disciplinary measurements be taken.

Joe Scott of Skylimit Aviation with Katie Augl about to aerotow from Murwillumbah airfield NSW
with tug pilot David Julian

best thing that any self respecting masochist
would do; drive for pilots at the comps. It
was to be the Bogong Cup. It was amazing to
see and meet so many international gun
pilots including the Green Team with its
members standing out in a class of their own
(close call, Muddy, eh!). Hearing stories of
other pilots flying in a mind frame of their
very own, eg without a harness, clothes, etc
etc can only be verbalised.

unnatural act displayed on the front cover of
the January issue.

Paraphiliacly Yours
Hay Country Women sHang
Gliding Association
Member Numbers;
34242; 34289; 34830;
34792

34831;
17210;

Editors
Note:
Strangely
enough only one of the above
members is female!

*

Then to watch the comp from the ground
can be much less traumatic, I'd say.
Watching the pack race from peak to peak.
Seeing mistakes being made like I wouldn't
believe could happen eg programming wrong
digits into the power hungry GPS. Seeing
someone overfly goal to some imaginary
goal on the GPS . Now that's something very
hard to believe could happen.
Because of the Womens Worlds it was
nice to see such a large group of very skilled
women pilots there. Yeah, they really could
mix it with the best.
Seeing the thermals from the ground with
gliders acting like little Christmas decorations strung out from top to bottom was
something photos will never do justice. It
was an experience I'll never forget.
My thanks go to Grant, Tony, Muddy and
Zack. Hope to join you in the thermals next
year.

Walter Krainik. #17278

Dear Marie,
We would like to complain in the
strongest possible terms about the recent
visual risque, raunchy and ribald display in
your magazine. We refer of course to the
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4th Annual Flatter than the Flatlands Easter Towing
Competition (incorporating the Vic-SA Challenge)

Australian Competitions

.................................
Canberra Paragliding Festival
29th-31st March 1996
A paragliding Festival to end the competition season!!
Novice to Advanced pilots and friends welcome.only fifty dollars for
a weekend offun and entertainment.

Where: Birchip, Victoria
When: Easter 1996 (5-8 April)
Why: To make sure that good triumphs over evil ie to beat the South
Australians
How much: $50 per person
Entries accepted from teams only
Cameras are not required though may be used as ballast
GPS permitted
Entry fee includes map
Pilots must have a tow endorsement, parachute, altimeter and radio
Cheques payable to "Warwick Duncan"
Entry is limited so enter EARLY.
Please note: Pilot briefing on Friday 5th April 9 am at the Birchip
pub.
Entries to: Warwick Duncan, Flatter Than the Flatlands, 5/121
Northumberland Rd, Pascoe Vale VIC 3044; enquiries 03 93068085.

Proudly supported by Canberra Milk, The Southern Cross Club.

Norfolk Island Air Show

For more information call Isobel on 015625694.

22-23 April 1996

Trike Rally & Trophy
30-31 March 1996, Porepunkah Airfield
A fun competition along the lines of a car rally.The fly-in is organised
by the Porepunkah Airfield Users Committee and the Trike Rally is
being organised by a couple of dedicated trikies.
For more information, please ring Jeanene anytime on 03 97511480
or 018533731.

Norfolk's first airshow is part of a week of activities and entertainment to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF. All types of
aircraft are welcome and some transportation is available. (See
October issue for full details)
Contact Air Show Director Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or fax 06
2880830.

Barossa Birdmen Annual Flyin
18-20 May 1996

C1D~ ,
1D~'

Where: Truro Flats Airpark
Accommodation: Limited
Fuel: Please order
Competitions: Yes

Get the
BEST
release available

WI NGTECH releues come complete fiith:
BRIDLES 'or aero and ground tow
QUICKLINKS 'or fut seeure athtehment
TOW RINGS for smooth exits
CON ES to Slve weak-links
INSTRUCTIONS with diagrams
All this in a slim pack STORAGE
BAG that fits nutly in lIy harness.
Voar release will always be fihere you
need it - with your flying kit.
H.G. Combo
H.G. Aero tow
Paraglider
Avail.hle from •..
Wingtech
Airborne
Dynamic Flight
Eagle HGS
South Coast HGS
ACT Paragliding
High Adventure

$80.00
$60.00
$60.00
(049) 499 222
(049) 499 199
(053) 492845
(057) 551724
(085) 563030
(06) 2823612
(065) 565265

WINGTECH
SailsforFlight
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All types of aircraft are welcome to attend. Contacts for further
infromation are: Ian Shaughnesy 085 231751, Dennis Martin 08
2630553, Kim Eddowes 085 640040

Overseas Competitions
XV International Flight Meeting
Montegrappa,Italy
Hang gliding, paragliding and ultralight competitions to award the
European Cup for Nations and the Trade Mark prize for international
Flight Exhibitions .

Date: 4-8 April 1996
For further information contact Stefano Salvatore, Via Marostegana,
62-35016 Piazzola SIB Padova (ltalia), phone 049 5591198.

1996 Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Dptes: 30 June - 6 July 1996
Fees: CDN$70.00
Site: Eastend Saskatchewan Canada
Type: towing with ridge days (weather permitting)
Contact: Mike Rebling w 306 352 3337, h 306 586 8679, Garth
Hemming w 3062593233, fax 306 2953581

Hang Gliding & Paragliding X-country Invitational
Date: July 28-August 2 1996
Where: Golden BC Canada
Entry Fee: $250 CDN
Prize m01ley: $20,000 CDN
Categories: Hang gliding: light weights- 50-300 hrs, middle weights
- 300 - 600 hrs , heavy weights - 600 hrs +; Paragliding: light

SKYSAILOR

24-31 July: Reno, Nevada (USA).
Ray Leonard, 3650 Research Way
#22, Carson City, NV 89706 USA.
Tel: +1 7028837070, fax +1 702884
4030
20-25 August: Preddvor, Slovenia.
Bojan Marcie, Zlebe Li, 61215
Medvode, Slovenia. Tel/fax: +386 61
612646 .

•••......•.......•........••....
PWCA Provisional Calendar
1996
Fellre, Italy
27 April - 1 May. Para e Delta Club
Feltre, tel & fax ++39 43981770
Gresivaudan (Grenoble) France
7-12 May, Sylvian Pi roche, Open
International de Parapente. tel. ++33
76459125 or 7608339, fax ++33
76082806 or 76459125
Zillertal, Austria
25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel
++43 5282 2281, fax ++43 5282
228180

Nigel from Lower Blue Mountains club launching from Cooplacurripa Mid North Coast
Photo by Steven Crosby

weights - 50-150 hrs, middle weights 150-250 hrs, heavy weights
250 hrs +;
Entry deadline: 15 May 1996
Fee payable to Fly West Hang Gliding Ltd, 199 Marlyn Place,
Calgary Alta, Canada T2A-3K9. Further information: fax (403)
2720450 or email toporteuor@cadvision.com
Sponsors welcome. Be part of the largest money meet in the history
of foot launch flight.

South African National Microlight Championships
Date: 25 April - I May 1996
Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (011) 805 036689, fax (011) 805 2765

6th World Microlight Championships
South Africa
Date: 31 July - 10 August 1996
Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (011) 805 036689, fax (011) 805 2765

International Pamukkale Paragliding Cup '96
Test competition for 1st World Air Games
Anatolia, Turkey
Date: 7-19 September 1996
The 1st World Air Games '97 will be organised at the same venue
on the same dates.
For further information contact HGFA 069 472888.

World Hang Gliding Series
8-14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Ana Lopez
Calle Rocafondo No 5 Local 08301 Mataro Spain; tel +34 3 790
8482, fax +34 37908656
16-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas,
Granada; tel +34 58 488560, fax +34 58 488726, mob +34 08
366146
23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila,
tel/fax: +342036222215

Grindelwald, Switzerland
3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum,
tel ++ 41 3653 1212, fax ++41 36533088
Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58 488560, fax ++34
58488726
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - 1 Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281, fax ++33 5054
5295

*

The closest Hang Gliding School
to the Victorian metropolitan areas.
We offer a full range of services including:
.:.
.:.

Novice Certificate Courses
Introductory Courses

.:.
.:.
.:.

Tandem Instructional Flights
Towin'g Endorsements
Introduction to XC Flying &
Tours

.:.

Equipment Hire
~

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

a

and used gliders, spare parts
acces§.Qcies for:

Aussie Born
Brauniger
Icom
Flytec

We accept Novice and Intermediate
gliders as trade-ins.
Contact Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School,
RMB 2368, Trawalla 3373

Phone: (053) 492845
March 1996
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have recently returned from the Women's World Championships
in Bright. The Championship saw some good flying , with the
competitors flying eight rounds without any accident involving
significant injury (so much fo r my comments last month about accidents at competitions). However, a Russian pilot was very lucky not
to be injured (or worse) at Mount Buffalo. She launched with a wing
down, and maintaining inadequate pitch control during her run,
allowed the nose to lift, which resulted in a turn to the right as she left
the ramp. Luckily the glider took the majority of the impact as she hit
rocks to the right of launch, uninjured.

I

Other than a few exceptions (in particular the Aussie pilots), the
launch techniques displayed left a lot to be desired. It is apparent that
female pilots (and many males) must rely on technique rather than
brute strength to safely launch. Though gliders are gradually coming
down in size to a point where smaller pilots can handle them, launch
technique is critical. From observations at the Women 's
Championship (and other recent comps), the majority of overseas
pilots could certainly benefit fro m some remedial launch training
from one of our Aussie Instructors.

Legal Action - Joy Flights
An HGFA rnicrolight pilot was charged by the Civil Aviation
Authority Investigations Branch some time back with breaches to the
Civil Aviation Act, and has recently appeared in court. The pilot had
been charging money to take passengers on whale spotting flights . As
the pilot held a Passenger Carrying Endorsement, he was entitled to

take passengers, but not to charge money. (All such flights , whether in
a hang glider, paraglider or microlight must be conducted as an appropriate Trial Introductory Flight by a suitably qualified Instructor at an
HGFA approved Flight Training Facility.)

The pilot admitted 113 contraventions of the Civil Aviation
Act and was fined $15,000, given a nine-month suspended jail
term and ordered to enter into a recognisance of $20,000.
Any pilots thinking of making a few extra bucks on the side by
taking passengers for a "Joy Flight" should think again - they can lead
to little "joy".

Visiting Pilot Membership
Whilst in Bright. I questioned an overseas pilot as to his HGFA
membership. He was totally unaware of the requirement to hold an
HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership to legally fly in Australia. Once I
explained the legal need, he willingly paid his $45. He was amazed
(and so was I), that he had flown in South Australia, Hay, Stan well
Park, Forbes and Bright over the previous six weeks and not heard of
this requirement!
HGFA Membership is necessary for all pilots to fly a hang glider
or paraglider in Australia for two main reasons. Firstly, it is legally
required by CAO 95 .8; secondly membership carries Public Liability
Insurance - a necessary evil in the current litigious climate. In the
past, visiting overseas pilots have been involved in several accidents

**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
NEW HGFA merchandise, which
includes our Polo shirts and Rugby
tops.
HGFA MERCHANDISE
Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white, green & navy
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy & green
$40.00
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy
$9.00
@
Leather Key Ring - metal with colour enamel logo
$6.95
@
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
$4.95
@
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
$2.95
@
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
$55.00
@
HGFA Competitions Manual
$10.00
@
HGFA Towing Manual
$10.00
@
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
$15.00
@
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commission)
$20.00
@
Topographic Maps (1 :100,000 or 1:250,000 etc.
$7.00
Provide details separately)
@
$10.00
HGFAOperations Manual *
@
$15.00
HGFA Ops Manual Binder *
@
$8.00
HGFA Log Book *
* Replacement Prices only - (These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership)
@
$3.00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT
C.O.D.)
@
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No2
Pilot: Intermediate Pilot Certificate holder
90 hours
Experience:
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft
Damage:
Nil
Conditions:
10 knots, moderate thermal
turbulence
Location:
Inland tow paddock
Description: Pilot under aerotow during
competition, had gaining 1000' feet and having
completed one circuit, was turning back along
designated tow strip. The pilot under tow saw a
glider circling nearby and expected that he
would see the approaching tug and glider and
tighten up his turns to avoid a collision. The circling pilot did not see the tug or glider until just
prior to impact. The pilot under tow released just
before the tow rope hit the circling glider. The
rope slid off the wing without effecting the flight
of the glider. The tug pilot was oblivious to the
collision.

Early morning magic - lOam with trike being silhouetted by the sun.
Pilot Steve Ruffels. Photo by Chris Monshing of Bright

resulting in claims for damages. Where these pilots have no insurance, the HGFA has been left to pay the claim.
Most HGFA Clubs whose sites are regularly visited by overseas
pilots have Visiting Pilot Membership available. If not, membership
can be gained through the HGFA Office via fax. Please assist in having visiting pilots join, it is to the benefit of us all.

Pilot Certificate Renewals
Whilst talking legal requirements , it is required by the Operations
Manual (Section 7) that Pilot Certificates must be renewed. To facilitate this process, HGFA Membership Renewal Forms now include a
section to be completed for renewal of Pilot Certificates. Please
ensure that you complete the Pilot Certificate Renewal section of
the form to maintain Certificate currency. Where the required minimum number of hours are not gained, a check flight will need to be
completed to gain Certificate Renewal. This flight must be witnessed
by an HGFA Safety Officer or Instructor, and requires that the pilot
demonstrates an ability to safely launch, fly and land.

Accidents
Nol
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Advanced Pilot Certificate holder
7 years
Advanced hang glider
Severe facial lacerations, concussion
Broken leading edge and uprights
Light wind, thermal turbulence
Inland tow paddock

Description: Witness reported high nose attitude prior to
launch, the glider left theground quickly, wings level and nose
still high. The nose rotated over to the right, at approximately
50m down the strip at 75' AGL the glider yawed, rolled and
entered a steep downwind dive. Despite attempts by the pilot to
tum into wind the leading edge, control frame and pilot impacted
the ground tailwind. Though severe head injuries were suffered,
worse injury was prevented by the full-face helmet worn by the
pilot, the chin piece hitting the ground first.
Comments: This report indicates that this accident was likely
to have been caused by too high a nose angle and too high a tow
pressure at launch. Low altitude - low tow pressure.
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Comments: This could have led to a serious
accident. It appears that both the tug pilot and
the circling glider pilot failed to keep an adequate lookout. Who has the right of way is of no consequence if you
are unaware of gliders near you. Clear all turns, particularly in
crowded conditions!

No3
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Wind:
Location:

Intermediate Pilot Certificate holder
125 hours
Advanced hang glider
Nil
Tom sail, bent control frame
15 knots
Coastal site

Description: Pilot attempting poorly coordinated wing-overs led
to what appeared to be a failed loop and the glider stalled upside
down. The glider stabilised momentarily upside down, then tumbled
approximately four times, again stabilised inverted and again tuinbled
several times before stabilising inverted just prior to impacting bushes . The parachute was seen to come out just prior to impact and fell
uninflated beside the glider. The pilot and glider narrowly missed
power lines and a house, the pilot suffered minor scratches.
Comments: What can I say! Experience should be gained gradually and cautiously, particularly when it comes to acrobatics. Please
fly within the flight limitations of your glider and yourself.

HEADWIND
FLI~HT

S'V'STEI'V'IS
g~~ g~"!?,

SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
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No4
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Advanced Pilot Certificate holder
220 hours
Advanced paraglider with back-pack motor
Nil
Nil
5 knots, nil turbulence
Coastal site

Description: Pilot under instruction in use of power pack, at
around 200ft, attempted 360p tum with motor idling. On encountering
wake turbulence, with 30 to 40% LH brake, the glider went left negative. Pilot managed to stop glider spinning, only to have it go negative
again, pilot let brakes off, huge surge followed with glider finishing
up below the pilot. Glider continued to spin rapidly until level with
pilot. The pilot then realised that a double twist in the risers was preventing recovery and managed to untwist the first one, the second
untwisting by itself. The pilot managed to stop the glider spinning,
and following another asymmetric collapse, successfully recovered at
approx. 200' above the water. Power was again applied to enable the
pilot and glider to make the beach to land.
Comments: Care must be taken to avoid wake turbulence when
using a powered back-pack . This pilot had been warned against
attempting a 360p tum under power, he found out why!

NoS
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Instructor Certificate holder
12,100 hours
Two-place Microlight
Nil
Nil on landing, crack to front cylinder piston
8 to 10 knots, nil turbulence
Inland airfield

Sheep Skin Soaring Mitts
with map pockets. One size fits all

$40.00

Two Inch Mirror Ball
Be seen up high. Ideal for high altitude
pilots. Visible for many kilometres

$14.00

UHF Remote Camera Switch
No wires to spil photos. Quick setup

$65.00

1.5 M Fluoro Windsock
Range of colours

$25.00

5/8 High Efficiency Antenna
Collapsible to 114 wave
Ideal for distant landouts

$35.00

1.2 AH Gel Cell Battery Packs
For Icom 40. Fits onto radio base. Includes fully
$145.00
automatic charger. Mains or car powered
from $85.00
Packs for other radios custom made

Solar Powered Security Systems
Ideal for aircraft hangars in remote areas
Also available solar chargers for 12V lighting

from $250.00
from $150.00

Description: On a training flight , pre-flight and engine run-up
showed nothing unusual, at 300' on climb after take-off engine completely shut down. Instructor took command, the landing straight
ahead was not suitable due to stock in paddock. 90p tum to the left
allowed safe landing on verge of taxiway.
Comment: Inspection revealed that the engine had seized due to a
cracked front cylinder piston. the reason for this occurring has not
been determined. The engine had been maintained appropriately.
despite this, the engine-out occurred. The internal combustIOn engine
is fallible - always fly with this in mind.

No6
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Description: On a cross-country flight along the coast, pre-flight
and engine run-up showed nothing unusual , engine stopped without
warning. Pilot forced to land on a beach, high tide offered only soft
sand, on landing a rear wheel struck a wheel rut, the front wheel dug
in and the aircraft rolled onto leading edge. The base bar of the control frame hit the pilot in the side.
Comment: Inspection revealed that a big-end bearing had seized,
causing the engine to stop. The internal combustion engine is fallible always fly with this in mind .

No 7
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Instructor Certificate holder
700 hours
Two-place Microlight
Nil
Nil
25 knots, strong turbulence
Coastal airfield

Description: Pre-flight and engine run-up showed nothing
unusual , on returning from a trial introductory training flight, one
kilometre from strip, engine seized. Pilot safely landed. Comment:
Comment: Inspection revealed that a big-end beanng had seized.
causing the engine to stop. The internal combustion engine is fallible - always fly with this in mind.

No8
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Pilot Certificate holder
101 hours
Two-place Microlight
Nil
Nil
10 knots wind, nil turbulence
Coastal beach

Description: Pre-flight and engine run-up showed nothing
unusual , during a local flight at 2000'. engine stopped. Pilot landed safely on a beach.
Comment: After a previous flight that day the owner had
noticed a slight loss of radiator coolant. The radiator was topped
up (100ml) and subsequent ground running showed no sign of any
leaks. After the in-flight seizure and forced landing, inspection
revealed that the upper radiator tank had separated from the core,
leading to massive loss of coolant. On dismantling the engine substantial damage was found to one bore and the piston was cracked.
One piston "0" ring had failed which caused over-pressurisation
of the cooling system which led to radiator failure. Any ab normal
loss of radiator coolant must be taken seriously. The intemal combustion engine is fallible - always fly with this in mind.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth
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Pilot Certificate holder
48 hours
Single-place Microlight
Bruised ribs
Torn sail, bent leading edge and keel
Nil wind and turbulence
Coastal beach

*
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We have all heard the admonishments to close the gate after
going through (or more appropriately "leave it as you found it").
It · is easy to
understand a farmer
getting slightly irate
(o r %$#&ing furious)
if their flock of sheep
worth $10,0()() wandered off down the
road because some
thoughtless
glider
pilot left the gate
open.

i .•••••••

We tend to give
far less thought to the
farmer getting equally mad because he/she has to spend $2,()()0
and 2 days a year for the next 5 years spraying, plus not being able to cut hay off that
paddock because it contains a poisonous
weed brought in by some thoughtless glider
pilot.
As guests on a farmer 's property we have
a responsibility not to bring weeds to their
paddocks. Every time we fly a different site
we can pick up some seeds. Loose threads on
our pack up gear, velcro strips and of course
our socks all make great spots for seeds to
lodge. That in itself might not be such a
problem, but when we then fly to another
paddock, and some of those seeds fall out....
I have recently flown at a site which I
would be quite happy never to fly again.
Nice site; open launch, good height, reasonable distance along the ridge, big bombout.
Unfortunately the launch is covered with
anserinifolia (Bidgee-Widgee). It sticks to
everything and anything and can make an
otherwise enjoyable flight most uncomfortable. It appears certain that the weed was
originally transported to the launch by pilots,
picked up at another launch more than 100
kilometres away! Fortunately this species
doesn't like too much nutrient, so it is
remaining fairly much restricted to the top of
the launch . With time no doubt it will be
transported to yet another site where conditions are right for it to thrive.
The problem with weeds for farmers is
not just that they stick in the socks. Some
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weeds are poisonous to stock, some damage
skins and reduce their value to tanners, some
stick to fleeces and add cost to processing
thus reducing their value, others contaminate
seed crops. Many weeds are simply so prolific they suppress the growth of other species,
including crops and feed.

guests on a
rty we have a
. . ility not to
paddocks.

The control of weeds can be as simple
and inexpensive as just grazing them down ,
or as difficult and expensive as aerial spraying for many seasons and hand pulling the
roots. It is ALWAYS far easier to prevent
their spread than it is to control them once
they are established.
If we are to continue being welcome on
other people's land (including public lands)
we must make sure we don't bring weeds
with us.
Try to become aware of some of the
more common problem weeds, particularly
the ones which attach themselves to clothes
and gliders . Check your pack up gear and
glider for seeds, pull up your socks and
check them (better still wear bare feet at the
launch; not only will you not pick up as
many seeds, but you will become far more
aware of the prickly ones!). If you find yourself with seeds in your socks or glider, take
the time to remove at least the less securely
attached ones. When you do remove seeds,
crush them so they can't grow.
If you find weeds growing at a launch or
wherever you land, pull them out (be sure
they are weeds and not someone's prized
wildflower!). Even if pilots didn ' t bring them
in, it can only improve our chances of
rem aining welcome on that land.
So don't just shut the gate, pull up your
socks as well.

*
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ICOM
SALE!

lAates
By Peter Mack

----- -----

I
I

I
I
I

It doe!;n't happen
very often. for a
ehort time we have a
number of ICOMS
available at; an unueIItWsl1ly low price !
The ICOM IC-4O ie
the original ICOM
UHF, no belle and
whiBtleB yet it ie
email. very rugged
and eaey to UBe. Frequency control ie on
the top. for no fUBB
control. Quality ICOM
Auetralian guarantee Included. WIJ
only havlJ a VlJty limited numuer availaul*, - BE QUICK we can't get any
more at thiB price !!

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

For "Top of the line" buye~ we offer
the ICOM GX. The GX comeB with SellI Call InBtalled, multi function Bcan.
I backlight, high power battery and
I much more. Don't miee out !!

I

I

I

I
I
I

IC40 ONLY ..

GXONLY..

$415
$575

I

leOM A-22
••• AIR6AND
SALE

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

•
the world!; !;malleet fully approved
I
I VHF handheld radio. Real word dieplay. I

•• CHEAP- $699 C.O.D.
I

•
I
I

I
I
•

I
I

II
I
Order I>y phone/fa. or mail.
I
AN6ElT NEXf DAY" DELIVERY '16
All price!l quot&::l ta. e.empt.
I
I
ULlRALlGHl FLYING I
MACHINES
I
PO BOX 182, NTH BALWYN. VIC. 3104 I
(03) 9431 - 2131
I
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
I

._----p-----------_.
-----.
I

I
I
I
I

HALL AIRSPEED

I

I

AUBtralia'B moet popular airepeed indicator. Sliding dlek design. Small, for I
paragliders. Large for trikes. hang
I
gliders. from $ 33 with free cover bag. I

._- ------- --.
I

(03) 9431-2131

I
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(definitely not the Bogong Mug)

By Dermot Meaney

a bit of persuasion. Many of the businesses in town offered prizes of
various types ; breakfasts, racing vouchers, pizzas, beers etc. Moyes
Gliders gave us a huge sway of goodies from a full face helmet to bar
mitts and hook knives to windcheaters and many other really nice
prizes. Airborne gave us a h,at for each day which were much appreciated in our nice sunny north east Victoria, good to shelter one's eyes
from the occasional drop of rain too.
The first prize was given to Franz Staizl who dropped the dinner
he was eating during the registration evening. We figured he would
need a breakfast. So to the flying . The first day we set a task to
Gundowering. Garry Fimeri, Gerry Gerus and Wolfgang Rilly all
went up to the turnpoint but Gary and Gerry went around it and Gazza
got back the furthest. Most of the novice and intermediate pilots had
good flights. Ziggy from Sydney had a huge day re-counting his view
from the top of the stack for the next few days.
Day 2 produced similar conditions with 7,500 asl to be gained by
the persistent and courageous. The paraglider pilots had a few flights
each day. They took off early in case the wind picked up and they
could not take off at the best time but they often came back up and
had another go anyhow. One day Rod Harris launched his para at
Mystic and landed on top of Mt Feathertop with his family who were
enjoying a scenic bushwalk. Now that's a convenient form of aviation. Our ten hour novice Ron Stewart got himself and his trusty old
Mission up to 8,900 asl over Mt Beauty one day when the task was
out the valley, still he had a good time. We had a nice sized group of
30 pilots for rides up the hill, set up on Emu and retrieves and a few
hangers on at the morning briefings who must have thought that $15
was too much to pay for the organisation , morning briefings . weather

t gets lonely down here in sleepy hollow some times. The paras
fly over us now and then, and there is the occasional hang glider
appearance as it lobs over from the west. Apart from the real
Bogong Cup when we get an influx big guns, but mostly gunners, we
do not get too many people to fly with. They tend to stick to their
hatchery over the hill or the bright lights of Bright Town. Jeanette
showed an interest to fly with people around her own skill and experience level, so we decided to run The Kiewa
Valley Fly In. The Bogong Hotel people
kindly let us use their back room albeit with
Fiona Waddington from Wingsports Flight Academy just la unched from Mt Emu. Photo by
Alred Oesch

I
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fax maps dai ly, retrieves. They found out that with a little stealth
they could get away with it for nothi ng. We photocopied a few
maps for a few people who did not have them and one dude who
did not pay the entry fee had the cheek to ask for one on launch and
the other guy who got the retrieval by having Jeanette land in .the
same paddock as him. Have a look at yourselves guys .. .
We had four days of flying; three were good and one was ok.
Then came the new year barbeque (this is still for the $ 15 entry
fee) scheduled for 7.30 to 8.00 pm start down by the Lake. At 3.00
pm that afternoon Benalla had houses de roofed and trees uprooted
and at 7.30 the sky was black as to the west. Lucky Peter Burgess
and Tracey Sandstrom two local pilots offered the use of their house
so we ate drank and watched the rain come down.
For the next 3 days we were under the influence of a fairly concentrated trough ridging down from the north. leanette organised
two days at the local spots stadium, one day it was a volley ball
competition and the other day it was indoor soccer. The indoor
sports did the most physical damage, with quite a few blisters and a
lot of stiff muscles as a result of hang glider pilots actually doing
some physical work. And also a night of go kart racing which
brought out the competitive steak in most of the people there. Garry
Fimeri won the prize for the best flight of the week. the Moyes full
face helmet fitted him perfectly and it was just what he was considering buying. So incl uding the Moyes full face helmet. windcheater,
bar mitts, hook knife, cap and Airborne's 8 caps, we gave away 40
prizes and a barbeque; more prizes than pilots. All of the pilots had
a good time as far as I could tell and at the closing dinner they
showed their appreciation in buying leanette a big bottle of Baileys
Irish Cream. It wasn't hard for them to fig ure out who put in all the
hard work to make it all happen.
Safe Circles.

*

BRIGHT HIKERS
In the High Country of North East Victoria

Missing Pictures
Dear Marie,
During the 3rd week of January we unfortunately
discovered that 2 board mounted pictures that adorned
the hostel walls appeared to be liberated!
Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated)
flyers paradise .
Twin rooms and small dorms, Large
lounge with fully equipped kitchen,
Clean bathrooms. Coin laundry, BBQ
area and Games room .
Our Flyer specific services include .... . . .
Flying Manuals
Maps
Tee shirts
Avfax weather information
Flying videos
Heaps of magazines
Paraglider Flying suits and more .
" Sky out during the day then corne and
relax and exchange your flying yarns
with pilots from all over the globe"
The hostel is in the centre of the town
opposite the post office .
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp
pn single room . Breakfast available
from $3.50.

Geoff or Maz White
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street , Bright Vic 3741
Ph 05750 1244 Fax 05750 1246
M o b i le 0 18 0 5279 3
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One picture was of Brian Webb flying a hang glider
in front of Mt. Buffalo and had Alpine Paragliding and a
phone number on the bottom right hand corner and
one of Jerry Stipek flying at Apollo Bay with his camera
mounted in his canopy. Both were excellent pictures
and are sorely missed. Brian's picture was on loan and
will not be able to be replaced. We are asking members to be on the lookout for these two pictures and
hope someone can assist with their return.
We operate, pretty mUCh , an open house to the flying community at the hostel and constantly see other
than hostel guests roaming around the premises . We
are quite happy for this to occur, within reason , provided we are kept informed as to who is on the premises.
We therefore ask those staying in the hostel to be
aware of our security problems and for their visitors to
check in at the office before entering the hostel.
Thank you.
Geoff and Maz White, Bright Hikers Backpackers,
Bright, Victoria

E mai l gwh ite@www .netc n et au
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By Peter Kestrel
nly a para, hangie or wedgie would believe a story about a
garden in the sky. The story unfolds after signing up for a
cross country towing adventure out at Deniliquin. 100 kms
not a problem! Sounds great, when do we leave?! Having only limited
experience (15 hours) nearly every flight I have presents new challenges and offers wonderful
rewards. I had never experienced cross
country flight except down a ridge and
the highest of highs was a mere
1800' agl. As ' Hughie' does now
and again, he gave us what turned
out to be a perfect day.

O

We arrived at the tow paddock
to see stratus cloud covering the
whole sky with patches of cumulus
forming underneath. The guns weren't
overly excited but for me it looked like a bit
of respite from thermals that threaten to rip your
wings off! On the ground it was very light and variable and
out came the dolly. Tove (our instructor) went for a test flight and
could hardly get down! I was next and released at about 800' in good
steady lift. A huge mass of air that was as smooth as silk and rising at
about 300 fpm took me to cloud base at about 4500' agl. It was nice
to relax in a shallow 360 and enjoy the view for a change instead of
hanging on for dear life!

Once at cloud base I saw a landing strip a few kms away and
decided to head there for a look. I pulled on a tad of speed and ventured off. Surprise, surprise, I hardly lost any height on the way over.
Smooth and relaxing and very enjoyable. Once over the airfield which
was just like any other, I spied some very picturesque country a little
further on. A river weaving to and fro and bright green fields
dotted around. On the way over I did start to lose
height but it was only just down. At about
1000' agl I was deciding on a landing paddock when I spied a large column of
dandelion seeds gently floating on
their own merry way. Realising that
they could indicate a thermal I
altered course for the column and
yes, there was good lift.
Same as before, large and smooth
except this time I was completely surrounded by dandelion seeds! A huge garden of the little blighters above and below, in
front and back, all whizzing past at 20 mph. I was
totally enveloped by the little soft white travellers until I was back at
cloud base. It was a unique experience to feel the warm air, enjoy the
absence of severe turbulence, and just enjoy the scenery. I headed
back towards the tow paddock to arrive with enough height to hunt
for more lift however I was quite content to land.
Everyone else got away that morning while I just lay back in the
field looking up and wondering where the garden was.

*

Visiting Manilla for hang gliding or paragli .
competitions during March?

ANILLA II
During March, we are
members, their crews a
count off our usual ve
That means, a 3 .
person, doubl
night.
And

colou
phones;
guest BBQ (
guest laundry (free
reasonably priced coo
breakfast

Stay with ue; and enjoy the flying,

BOOK EARLY... (067) 85 1
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Affordable 2 Seat Flying

The Venturer $14,850
Look what you get!!! A fully legal 2
seat aircraft with heaps of performance and great handling on a 1.5
gph bum.

By Peter Kestrel
nly a para, hangie or very intelligent
wedgie could relate to this story. This
story unfolds in much the same way
as the last one. Towing at Deniliquin or more
specifically a paddock near a small town
called Conargo. Conargo consists of a house
or two, a petrol station, a cricket pitch, and of
course a pub. It also has a delightful shady
billabong to camp by if you like. Every
where within cooee the horizon stretches out
toward endless thermal producing and otherwise inhospitable desert.

O

It so turns out that under the usual prevailing weather conditions at the relatively
nearby tow paddock the drift ·tends towards
the pub. As a new and relatively inexperienced pilot I would observe the guns get
away and hear their endless chatter on the
radio.
"1500 up over here! I'm at 8000', where
are you? Over" etc etc.

March 1996

But low and behold at that point approximately above the Conargo pub they would
encounter massive sink.
"It's all down here! I'm landing opposite
the pub, over."
This seemed to happen quite often and I
wondered about the lay of the land in relation
to the thermals. Finally on a good day I had
my tum of accelerating up at 1500 fpm not
long after releasing from the tow. Up and up
and it was getting cold. From about 5000' I
looked across at the sparse desert and the
absence of roads and felt apprehensive about
heading out. Then I noticed I was directly
over the pub.
Would you believe the sink alarm came
on all by itself and my glider started going
down at 800 fpm plus I I was in sink and coring it! So there it is. If you want to stay up
then avoid flying over the Conargo pub. The
'pub suck' will get you for sure!

*

VNE
Cruise
Stall
Climb
Area
Aspect ratio
Load factor

100 mph
60 mph
28mph
500-800 ftlmn
162 sq ft
8
+6G!-3G

This is a most proven design with
over 800 units sold worldwide.
Phone 03 95875975 for more
info or to arrange a test flight.
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emember the ' shark fin' Moyes XS
gliders of a few years ago? Read
about the new Airwave Klassic? Or
noticed the fins at the wingtips of the
Brightstar Swift rigid wing? What do those
fins actually do, other than striking fear into
the unwary as they scythe through the sky?
Many people look at them and assume that
they are simple rudders, used to improve
directional stability. Fins at the wingtip,
called winglets, have been part of aircraft
design for quite a while. The venerable
Boeing 747 and many of the current crop of
high performance sailplanes are fitted with
winglets (although for slightly different reasons). These aircraft already have a conventional tail, with fin and rudder, so clearly

R
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tices which form at the tips. The turbulence
we experience in flying through the vortices
of another glider is a reminder of how much
energy is lost. Winglets work by converting
some of this energy into useful force. A
winglet has an aerofoil section, just like the
main wing, and with careful positioning can
be placed so that it is at a positive angle of
attack in the airflow of the tip vortix as it
curves up around the wing tip. This causes it
to produce 'lift' which appears as a force
tending to act against the natural drag of the
wing. (See Fig. 2)

In reducing the energy of tip vortices, the
winglets also reduce the span wise airflow
which normally occurs towards the tip, particularly for swept wings. This increases the

.«,'. : ,. ,i,:,,· '

,.

.·11 • • •

zone of tip vortix flow into (relatively) undisturbed air, where it behaves like a conventional rudder. (See Fig. 4,.opposite page)
Sounds pretty good, so why don ' t all aircraft (including hang gliders) have winglets?
The answer, like just about everything in
aeronautical design, is that you never get
something for nothing.
The reduction in drag obtained by adding
winglets is very sensitive to the angle of
attack of the wing. It is potentially greatest at
high angles of attack, but may be negative
(ie, produce more drag) at lower angles. This
is because the strength and orientation of the
tip vortices change with different angles of
attack and are strongest at high angles (where
induced drag is highest). This IS the reason

Fig. 1

winglets are doing more than just acting as
rudders. In the right circumstances, properly
designed winglets can be very useful indeed.
They can (like rudders) increase directional
stability, but they can also increase the overall efficiency of the wing' by reducing drag
and increasing lift. (Fig. I)
Let's have a look at how they work. You
will recall that all wings (other than ones of
infinite span) lose efficiency due to the vor-

effective aspect ratio of the wing towards the
tip, with a corresponding increase in lift. (See
Fig. 3, opposite page)

that winglets first appeared on aircraft that
spend most of their time at a constant
(cruise) speed (like a Boeing 747). Winglet
shape and position can be optimized for the
angle of attack corresponding to this speed.

In a swept wing, the force produced by
winglets acts behind the centre of mass and
contributes to directional stability. This is
Direction of Airflow
further enhanced if the
within Tip Vortice
winglet is 'tall' enough
to extend beyond the

Fig. 2

Positive Angle of Attack
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Spanwise Lift Distribution

Fig. 3

Without Wing lets
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Winglets Reduce Span wise
Flow, Increasing Lift at Tips
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With Winglets

The extra drag which occurs at other speeds
(and angles) is limited to the relatively short
duration (non cruise) periods. Sailplanes and
hang gliders, on the other hand, spend about
half their time climbing at speeds around
minimum sink and the rest gliding at or
above best glide speed. It's difficult to optimize the performance for one speed without
co mpromising it at the other. In their search
for extreme performance, some high performance sai Iplane manu facturers are ex perimenting with moveable winglets. These can
be moved in flight from a position whi ch
gives good low (climbing) speed performance, to one th at works well during very
high speed inter-thermal glides.
corM

Fig. 4
Left Hand(
Momen t

I,

Right Hand
Moment

1

Adding winglets will increase parasitic
(form) drag. With their wires, struts, and harnesses in the airstream, hang gliders generate
lots of parasitic drag (and paragliders, with a
multitude of lines , even more) . Anything
which adds to it will have a detrimental
effect on performance, especially at high
speeds. Since a winglet is producing lift, it
will also generate induced drag which will
add to the overall induced drag of the wing.
Increasing lift at the tips tends to increase
adverse yaw and slow roll response. Adverse
yaw is the tendency for the wing to yaw
away from the desired direction when a turn
is initiated (yaw to the right when a turn to
the left is initiated and vise versa). It can be
quite pronounced in a hang glider with the
VG on, and is largely responsible for that
delay in responding to roll input which has
become a characteristic of high performance
gliders.
In a hang glider the extra lift at the tips
(whose angle of attack is controlled only by
trailing edge tension) will cause them to
washout further. This reduces the effective
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aspect ratio of the wing and may largely
negate the positive effect of the winglet.
Changing the effective aspect ratio will also
affect the yaw/roll relationship and disturb
the delicate balance of factors which gives
acceptable handling characteristics.
To gain a useful improvement a lot of
interrelated factors have to be carefully balanced. Things are not sounding so good .
However, there is a place for carefully
designed wingl ets in sailplane and hang glider designs . They are being used not to
improve performance directly by increasing
lift or dec reasing drag , but to modify the
yawlroll response of the wing to improve its
handling.
Sailplanes are using
improve
winglets
to
aileron
response
by
improving airflow near
the tips. This all ows better turn co-o rdination and
improves climbing performance.
In a similar way,
wing lets can improve the
handling of hang gliders.
Traditionall y, increasing performance has
always sacrificed handling because of the
re lationship between effective aspect ratio
and the flexibility of the wing. In order to
increase performance, the effective aspect
ratio needs to be increased. This means
greater trailing edge tension and stiffer leading edges, and results in a less flexible wing.
It is this lack of flexibility which produces
heavy, difficult handling. In addition, a higher effective aspect ratio increases adverse
yaw, affecting yaw/roll coupling and further
slowing roll response. Winglets can be used
to improve directional stability, counteracting
the adverse yaw and improving the yaw/roll
response of the wing. This allows the wing to
be stiffer, with a higher effective aspect ratio
and better performance, yet retaining good
roll response and handling. This seems like
an ideal solution, but unfortunately, in the
spirit of never getting anything for nothing,
developing a higher effective aspect ratio
wing with less washout may introduce pitch
and spiral stability problems . The wing and
winglets need to be carefully designed to

operate. together so that the wing remains stable at all speeds, and that the extra drag produced by the winglets at high speeds is counteracted by the improved performance of the
stiffer wing.
Getting all these factors right is a delicate
and difficult balancing act, and requires a lot
of commitment from manufacturers . Just
adding winglets to an existing design is
unlikely to produce any real benefits without
compromising some other aspect of performance. But in the never ending quest for performance , there just may be a winglet in your
future .

*

AGB
Specialising in all
makes &models
of
hang glider sails

Call Andrew
018046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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fter wrapping up our gliders and gear, our 26 foot
retrieval boat came into view. At 300 yards out it
looked like a bathtub toy, disappearing and reappearing between swells which had risen from 5 feet to 15 feet high
within the last hour.

A

A wave exploded on the steep beach sending white water
20 feet into the air. John Heiney looked at me and said, "/
guess this means the boat isn't pulling onto the beach. "

•••••••••••
It all started with a trip down under with
Team Green sponsored by Pendulum Sports
and Monarch manufacturing. We had gone
there to compete at Mt. Beauty and then the
Flatlands. After going for a flight in an
Airborne Edge along side another Edge, towing Mark Gibson (Gibbo,) to do some filming, I was very impressed with their capabilities. After witnessing one trike aero towing
for 18 pilots to 1500 feet AGL, in 1.5 hours

in the flat lands of Hay, I was sold. Upon my
arrival back in Kauai I promptly ordered one.
Kauai is situated on the North Western
end of the Hawaiian chain and was one of the
first islands to poke it's volcanic head out of
the ocean five million years before the other
islands. The island of Hawaii on the other
end of the chain is still erupting at this date
adding volcanic acreage monthly.

Bob McCord heading for a beach landing
Photo credit - Tom Sanders/Aerial Focus/Ceny Charlebois

All those years of wind, rain and pounding surf, have sculpted Kauai 's soft volcanic
rock into deep valleys, with fluted ridges rising thousand of feet vertical with a one foot
wide top before plunging thousands of feet
down the other side. A rock climber 's nightmare and a hang glider pilots paradise. If
there's aerotowing available.
After receiving my trike and training,
which didn't take long due to my 18 years of
hang gliding experience, I became a licensed
flight instructor and owner/operator of Birds
In Paradise in Kauai; teaching people how to
fly hang glider and trikes as well as aerotowing hang gliders.
A Trike is also a fantastic camera ship
and being an experienced photographer I
received a call from a well-known skydiving
and hang gliding cinematographer, Tom
Sanders of Aerial Focus. He had just gotten
hired to film a hang gliding interactive video
for Sports Lab of San Francisco. It was to be
used for a travelling sports show.
The actual flight simulator is a hydraulic
platform with a control bar In front of a Ushaped padded bracket that you lean into and
hold onto the control bar. Your feet are also
on a separate hydraulic platform. All equipment is situated in front of a wrap around
screen which will show the footage. All of
which are mechanically sy nchronised to the
movement dictated by the scene on the
screen recreating an actual hang glid ing
flight. This "ride" was scheduled to be
launched on a nationwide tour in all the
major cities across North America in
January 1996.
After hearing about my aerotowing
operation on Kauai. Sanders, having
been here for several "surfing safaris, "
decided to pick up the extra expense
and move the fi lming location to Kauai .
This enabled him also to obtain footage
for a sequel to his very successful stunt
video , "Over The Edge," which was a
combination of both skydiving, base
jumping and hang gliding. Having been
released in 1994, it has to date received
nine first place awards in various categories. Look for it in a video store near
you.
Within one week he and my long
time friend, and fellow staff photographer for Hang Gliding magazine, John
Heiney, were waiting at the Lihue airport in Kauai with gliders, surfboards
and an assortment of movie cameras
and related equipment.
The Gods were smiling because as
our first day of filming dawned, we had
a low pressure system stalled north of
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the Hawaiian chain. This gave us clear skies
and only convection breezes. This is rare
considering Kauai is essentially round rising
5500 msl centred by a dormant volcano; Mt.
Wai ' ale'ale, which is usually shrouded by
clouds, making it the wettest spot on earth
raining some 600 inches per year. The 554
square miles of tropical jungle, fluted volcanic ridges, numerous waterfalls and crystalline white sand beaches makes for excellent aerial photography.
Our task was to get the pilot's point-ofview flying over and around the fluted ridges
and pinnacles that make up the island.
Tom and John mounted cameras on the
Trike and we headed off across the island.
Using wide angle lenses mounted on the base
tube and Trike mast, all that showed on film
were nose wires and sail giving the impression of being in a hang glider.
After getting the shots from the Trike, it
was on to capturing film with cameras
mounted on three gliders; two of which were
compliments of Moyes Australia.
The hardest part of my job was towing
the three pilots John Heiney, Bob McCord,
and G.W. Meadows, onto ranges that I have
drooled over for years, knowing their only
access was aerotowing. As the only available
tow pilot, I had to be satisfied with being
there in the Trike.

Each of the pilots I towed up dreaded the
sight of my periodic one handed towing technique as I clicked off photos. At a 38 knot
tow speed, it was a good thing they were all
master pilots because it took all their skill to
stay on the line as I shot off photos. (Sorry
guys, I'll send you copies!)
Some of our destinations were up to 15
miles away, requiring the pilots to stay on
line up to 30 minutes. With a 400 ft. climb
rate per minute, the pilots would release from
tow as high as 8,000 feet above the beach
while I pulled the bar in and flew at 65 knots
on a return flight to retrieve and drop-off the
next pilot.
One of our most memorable towing
sequences was dropping John and G.w.
4,000 ft. above the cloud tops as the sun was
setting, turning the clouds pink. As they
descended the sunset colours reflected on the
surrounding towering clouds making for
spectacular footage.
We all felt sorry for Tom, because with
him being the producer, director, stunt coordinator and cameraman he couldn't enjoy the
luxury of getting in a glider.
After eight days of this we went on to a
4,000 ft. vertical launch site located atop the
scenic Kalalau Valley. I was finally going to
be able to fly a hang glider.
Launch is a 30 minute hike down a goat
trail. We decided to bring the gliders in under

Fly TJiE

cover of darkness to avoid any tourists fol lowing us down this treacherous path. A misplaced foot will send you 3500 feet straight
down, with perhaps a couple of bounces!
Our plan was to have John, G.W., and
myself, fly with movie and still cameras
mounted on the gliders while Tom Sanders
and Jake Lombard, filmed from a helicopter.
Everybody helped get gear down to launch,
then Tom and Jake headed for the heliport.
Bob made the ultimate sacrifice by not flying
because we really needed him on ground
crew. All three of us were ready to launch off
the 4,000 ft. precipice. Light thermal activity
was sending cycles through at 5-7 mph. The
4x4 mile valley creates its own heating bowl
sheltering it from the 25 knot winds we could
see out on the ocean. The camera chopper
came into view and was our signal to launch.
We then launched in succession within 3
minutes of each other. Our destination was to
fly to the front of the valley where the towering pinnacles would back drop the gliders as
we flew around them. The 2,000 ft. spires are
tucked back enough from the head of the valley to not be affected by the wind blowing
down the coast which create great thermals.
The three of us circled in the thermal lift trying to stay as close together as possible,
catching each other on the glider mounted
cameras and providing three gliders in one
shot for the camera crew in the chopper. The
chopper pilot knew to keep his craft moving

EUROPEAN

Alps

Hang Glider and Paraglider pilots welcome

23rd June to 21 st July 1996
Tour operator is Konni Konrad, an
experienced hang glider and paraglider
pilot, as well as a hang gliding
instructor.

:aIIIIIIIBB

Purchase a glider tax
exempt in Australia,
have it freighted to
Munich at reasonable rates and get
set for a flying hiliday
you will never forget
in the amazing
European Alps.

For more details contact:
Konni Konrad fax: 001 5 49 8034 3384
or Rob Hibberd at Ai rborne
Ph: 049499 199 or fax: 049499395
March 1996
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at all times so as not to create a vicious down
wash thus enabling him to come fairly close.
John and I are used to flying with helicopters, but it was unnerving to G.W. After
40 minutes of soaring John went in to land
first to land on Hanopu Beach below. The
same beach used for the filming of King
Kong. It features a large arched cave leading
to another beach. Both beaches are U-shaped
with 1200 ft. vertical walls. We would then
leave the spot via a chartered boat, as the
beach is otherwise inaccessible. The wind
had picked up to 25 knots and I was surprised to see a large shore break which wasn't in the program!
It was essentially a toilet bowl effect with
the winds swirling and John hammered hard
into the sand. G.w., who was right behind
him followed his example; I knew I was
next. I stayed on the upwind end of the beach
and brought it down on the deck at about 40
knots and went skimming along the sand
until I realised I was no longer flying into the
wind. I was flying down wind. I hit the sand
at a high rate of speed - hard. Somehow,
none of us managed to break tubing, bones,
or camera gear. Whew!
John and G.W., looked at me and asked if
it was always this bad. I said, I think so, but
we've never landed here before. We normally land on the next beach upwind that has air
coming straight down the coast. This answer
prompted some surpris·e. I apologised and

explained that we would get more dramatic
camera footage from this beach. It did.
So, there we were, stranded on the beach
watching our boat rolling in the distance and
our helicopter flying back to base. It was
apparent the boat captain, Charlie Petterson ,
was having a difficult time. Charlie radioed
and informed us that time was of the essence
and a building swell was on it's way and we
needed to get off the water as soon as possible. This created another problem; the closest
he could get to shore was about 300 yards. I
dove into the water ducking under 8 ft.
waves and set out, stroking hard for the boat.
Fifteen minutes later, I was pulled aboard
and I lay there gasping. Charlie informed me
that I had better get my fins on and swim dry
bags back to the beach to protect the gear for
the swim out. I swam back bags in hand until
the surf pulled them from me and threw them
on the beach (along with me). As I stood
there catching my breath, I told the guys we
needed to hurry because the surf was building by the minute. John then commented
how he often flew in such exotic locations
yet was never able to stay and enjoy the surroundings due to the filming schedule. I
smiled and said, "we' re not out of here, yet."
The three of us looked at the water as a large
wave exploded on the sand nearby, sending
white water a good twenty feet in the air. We
then realised there was no way, our gliders
and gear were leaving the beach that day.

The Sydney Microllght Centre is Sydney's closest
approved microlight training faCility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.

Learn to fly at our fully eM licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial Instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather pennIHlng).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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After
wrapping up the cameras
I
again
donned my fins
and started walking along a ledge
on the side of the
bay to try to circumvent the shore
break. I had just
about made it past
were the waves
were
breaking
when a set roared
in, sweeping me
off the ledge and
into the cauldron
below.
Instant
pain
seared
through my right
shoulder due to
the $60k worth of
cameras I had in a
bag tied to my
wri st. I started
kicking hard away
from the rocks
holding my arm as
I swam towards
the boat. It took a
while for the boat
crew to find me
amongst the 15
foot swells. The
wind was now
about 30 knots. I
my
explained

injury to Charlie and told him I didn't feel I
was capable of helping the others swim out.
He then informed me that John and G.w. had
radioed him and said there was no way in
Hell they were getting into the water due to
the fact their swimming abilities were less
than adequate to survive the turbulent water.
I then gathered what rations were available
on the boat and swam them back to the
shore, swimming on my back kicking with
my fins. My right arm was useless. The fol lowing day the doctors informed me I had
torn my rotator cuff.
I gave the guys a quick verbal lesson on
how to open coconuts, promised to return the
next morning to retrieve them before making
a final swim back to the boat. It looked like
they were going to have time to relax and
enjoy the beautiful surroundings after all.
The boat ride was 18 miles downwind and
two hours later we were at the dock.
The following morning revealed no relief
as an Alaskan storm had caused increased
surf 15-20 feet plus. We knew they were getting hungry and our only option was to rent a
helicopter
to
drop
them
supplies.
Unfortunately, the beach they were on is an
ancient Hawaiian burial ground and helicopters are forbidden to land there. As we
approached radio range from the air, G.w.
came on and expressed how glad he was to
see us because he was hungry and had a
flight to catch back to the East Coast. I had to
inform him that we were only able to solve
one of those problems. The chopper pilot
then made a low pass and we threw out the
food and promised we' d be back the next
morning when the swell was supposed to
subside. After spending two days and two
nights on the beach. the rescue crew was
finally able to retrieve them despite the fact
the swells were still fairly large. The gliders
had to wait another day.
All in all after 13 days of filming, the
project was a success and we had 90 minutes
of outrageous footage in the can, a lot of
great flights in our memory banks and generally, a good time despite the hard work and
the unexpected camping trip. We went way
over budget which came out of Tom Sanders'
pocket. Thanks Tom. The footage we got
should be a boon to our sport once it starts
it's tour around America.

I'd like to acknowledge Moyes Delta
Gliders for their great support and the use of
Moyes gliders in this expedition.

*
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son closed but there was a few problems
with my health. At first there was talk of me
not walking properly again but this never
eventuated, and then my breathing deteriorated which gained me a first class booking
for the Intensive care unit in the first few
days. Lads! Let me just say that the drugs
were unbelievable but it is a hell of a way to
get them.

By Craig Docherty

has just passed the
2nd of December '95
which has turned out to
be a rather significant day
to me now. It was on this
day 1 year ago that my life
was changed considerably
due to a serious accident.
However, it could have been
a lot more of a significant
day to me.

I
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There is not much I do remember about
the accident apart from the fact that it did
hurt. In fact it hurt a lot. I had just taken off
from Merewether 5 minutes earlier
when I attempted a stall to lose some
height and muck around on the lower cliffs. I
lost a little more height than I had planned
and ended up face down in a mess at the bottom of the cliff. The las t thing that I remember was my head hitting the sail and I
thought to myself that this was not right then
I remember the fluorescent pinkness of my
parachute rip chord then not much more.

it suddenly
dawned on me due to
the position I was in
that it was me who
had had the crash. "
"

beck injury. Thank God it was only a couple
of broken femurs.
The first few days the pain was pretty
much unbearable, but I think it was the combination of both the pain and the fact that the
comp season window had just closed for this
little black duck. Not only had the comp sea-

It didn't hit me until a week or two later
when the drugs slightly wore off that this
was going to be a long time recovery. There
is a few things that I remember about the
hospital but Ken (the bloke next to me)
will probably stay in my mind for a while.
It's always true that there is always somebody worse of than you. This bloke had I
leg buggered and the other removed from
the knee down due to a car accident.
I also remember the Ambulance driver visited me in the ward and told me
that there was no doubt in his mind that
my harness had saved my life, due to the
rods down the back. The harness was
made by Danny and Kerry Scott at
Stanwell Park. I have since seen the harness and know exactly what he means.
The rods appear as though they have
taken the full impact of the fall as the shape
follows the contour of where my back would
have been. The respect that they felt for my
harness in the hospital certainly wasn't
shown on the site as they carved it up better
than Freddy Kruger would have. I had
owned the harness for about 3 months. I
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I woke up to my wonderful girlfriend
looking deeply concerned by my side. She
had climbed down the cliff to get to me. The
first thoughts I had when I awoke were that
someone had had an accident. I was looking
around when it suddenly dawned on me due
to the position I was in that it was me who
had had the crash. Then the pain hit me and
knocked me out. I woke up a few times later
and even tried painfully to get out of the harness but Lee put me in my place making me
realise what I was doing or may be doing to
my back.
I hour later I was dragged professionally
up the face of Merewether while I looked
out to the sea. Full of drugs I didn' t realise
the ordeal that lay ahead. Poor Lee had the
difficult task of informing the folks with limited information gained from the ambulance
men about my health. I sti ll cringe at the
thought of my mother doing 160 kmlhr up
the highway thinking her son had a serious
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guess I don't really need to say it, but I have a harness
exactly the sarne type on the way.
The next 2.5 months involved the wheelchair
which was my only source of transport. I was lucky
enough to know that eventually I would walk away
from it but that doesn't stop you thinking about the
guys and girls who don't or how close I had been in
having a custom one made. The only advantage of the
wheelchair is that it gave me the best seat in the house
at Eastern Creek raceway.
The day the physio told me I could get up out of
the chair was a day that I will never forget. It had
been so long I thought she was kidding when she said
it. Lee and I just looked at each other in disbelief. As
I stood up I just wanted to walk away but there were a
few not so friendly femurs holding me back. I had
progressed quickly but there was a long way to go.
To cut a long story short, I continued on with a
whole lot of physio, breaking mile stones along the
way. Two Canadian Crutches down to one crutch,
down to a walking stick and then onto hands free
transport.
October last year was the day I was to get back in
the saddle. I have yet to see a more perfect day at
Stanwell and everything seemed to go right. The first
few minutes of the flight was a little scary, however it
didn't take long to get the hang of it. I ended up flying
across Hell Hole and back down the coast to Bulli.
I have had the grin on my face ever since.
During the time away from the sport I had a lot of
time to do other things and try a few different sports

IT'S

David Ferreira and G Smith flying
Diamond Head NSW Photo by Ken Cooper

and activities but there is nothing that comes close to the freedom
of flight in a hang glider.
The following are a few people I would like to thank for their
involvement during the ordeal.
Everybody involved in the rescue;
All the lads at AirBorne for being so supportive before and
after the accident especially to Rob and Melissa for putting Lee
up for a time while I was in hospital.
Paul and Sharon Roach for also putting Lee up while I was in
hospital (I was in there for a while!)

Thanks to the success of last year's Big Mountain Big Air tour of Europe, we have been forced into
packing the suitcase and heading for the Alps
.... Again!

Aussie Skins, Danny and Kerry Scott for making the harness
that saved my butt.

To join us in the adventure of a"lifetime, your first
step is to contact us for the brochure and details
of our special slide & video nights.

My mother for putting up with my s#@$ at home for 3
months;

So qo yourself a favour and call
ChaHy on 03 98824130 now.
And remember, it's always on ....
Big Mountain - Big Air - Big Fun.
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The Moyes Boys for sending me some flowers to cheer up the
hospital bed.

My Father for promising me the world on my death bed and
then having permanent amnesia once I started walking, and for
introducing me into the sport (seriously);
All the people who rang me and put up with the half stoned
voice on the other end of the phone at the hospital;
And finally Lee, who cleared my throat of the debris that I
collected by going through a number of trees and who continues
to give me mouth to mouth regularly still more than one year
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Ca \I today:-

Novice and Intermediate Pilos welcome
phone/fax: (042) 942 584

Why Not Go Troppo This Winter?
I started flying tours when Activeair Sports began back in '88. I enjoy a change of scenery
and new friends to join me. Australia wide and international flying tours, evolved from trying to escape the winter, staying in the northern part of the world until it warmed up at
home. This nomadic existence paved the way for continual refinements in running a flying
school and innovative ideas to keep ahead of the pack. Which brings us to now!
Blessed with instructors with similar cravings, Activeair Sports in 1996 is providing affordable flying tours for pilots who are seeking something really different. The time is July, the
location is Far North Queensland, possibly the most consistent flying area in Australia at
that time of year. The main theme is of course the daily flying activities which range from
gut-wrenching tropical air to smooth coastal conditions. The tropics are amazing, and so is
this tour.

Price of $1,595 (ex-Syd) includes airfares, 11 nights' accommodation, breakfast,
lunch and transport. Mix it with people with similar flying and social habits, like the
odd beer or two, al/ in the warm tropical sunshine.
Imagine cruising the Great Barrier Reef on the 54' sloop "Maravu" to a sacred flying site
known only to a few pilots. Flying, sailing, snorkelling, surfing, rainforest walks, the night
life of Cairns and Port Douglas. Too good to be true? Why not go troppo ... join us and try
it.
March 1996
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2nd Free Flying Film Festival
Italy
The magazine, Delta & Parapendio, is
organising this festival at Feltre from 25th
April to 1st May 1996 during the Italian
PWC competition.

Competition Results
5th Women's World Championships

1996
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
21
30

Kari Castle
Rosi Brams
Francoise Mocellin
Kathleen Rigg
Niki Hamilton
Annelise Mueller
Jenny Auckland
Monique Werner
Anja kohlrausch
Tammy Bucar
Toni Noud
Eva Menyhart
Corinna
Schwiegershausen
Barbara Bachmann
Sarah Chadwick
Tove Heaney
Jenny Ganderton
Neva Bull
Helen Ross

USA
G
F
GB
GB
CH
GB
G
G
USA
Aus
H

5561
5517
5476
5306
5249
5078
4932
4758
4690
4655
4559
4547

G
CH
Aus
Aus
Aus
Aus
Aus

4544
4485
4409
4364
3990
3935
3356

Team Results
2
3
4
5

Germany
Great Britain
Switzerland
Australia
United States

15772
15532
14750
14720
14644

1996 Corryong Cup
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rob De Groot
Franko Chetcuti
Mark Robertson
Adrian Connor
Craig Worth
Bruce Daniels

Xtralite
Xtralite
Desire
Rage
Blade
Blade

The IIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc is
extremely grateful for the support given by
Moyes Delta Gliders over the years.

New Zealand Hang Gliding
Nationals
1
2
3

Steve Elliott
Ian Clark
Colin Rhodes

New Zealand Para Gliding
Nationals
1
2
3=
3=

Patrick Juleit Fr,
Renald Bobos NC
Kaz Harland UK &
Stew Karstens NZ

HGFA Board Nominations
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In accordance with Section 6 of the
HGFA Constitution , the following applications were received for election to the HGFA
Committee (Management Board).
As defined in section 6.4 of the HGFA
Constitution the committee shall comprise of
nine members. The nine nominees receiving
the most votes will be declared elected to the
HGFA management board for a period of
two years. Ballot closes 4pm Wednesday 27
March, 1996.
Rachael Bain, Sky high, ACT
• Jenny Ganderton, Central West, Sth-NSW
• Rohan Grant, TasHGA, Tas
Rohan Holtkamp, Western Vic, Vic
• Shaun Keane, ACTHGA, ACT
Karen Lederer, Stanwell Park , Sth-NSW
Keith Lush, HGAWA, WA
Bill Olive, Newcastle, Nth-NSW
Lee Scott, Mid Nth Coast, Nth-NSW
Brian Webb, NE Vic, Vic
• Rob Woodward, SAHGA, SA
• Mike Zupanc, Canungra, Sth-Qld
• Indicates current board member.

Skysailor E-mail Address
Yes, I've taken the plunge. Skysailor email address is:
Skysai lor@om.com .au

Australian Hang Gliding Internet
Site
http://connexus.apana.org. au/-peter/
ehgc/ehgcindex.html
This is the Eastern hang Gliding Club Inc
Homepage. (For more
info:
E-mail

peterl@connexus.apana.org

Pwc on the Net
PWC news and results plus other information concerning the PWCA are now availab le on the Internet at the Free Flight in
Europe Web site run by Jean Orloff.
Up-to-date news can be found at the following Web site address:

http://lappc-th4 .inlp3 .fr/russ
The site holds details of: PWC Rules
1996, PWC calendar 1996 with contact
addresses of organisers, PWC site descriptions, PWC ranking after each competition
plus report, bibliography, record s and info on
mountain flying.

To take part in the festival , you need to
send 2 copies of your films in video VHS
system PAL plus a signed application form
before 30 March 1996.
Delta & Parapendio, Via Cacciatori , 9,
22049 Valmadrera (LC), Italy. Tel : 0341
550332, fax 0341 210255 .

Rylstone Seminar
The Sydney and Northern Beaches cl ubs
will conduct a seminar at Rylstone on 20-21
April on the tricky business of taking off and
landing.
Danny Scott, Steve Moyes and other vets
have been invited to participate, and Bill and
Clive will organise the car and towing
flights .
Accommodation ranges from the luxurious (motels, country pubs) to the laid-back
(club house or under the stars). Fees will be
$10 a head (to help with the cost of the lease
of the club house and the maintenance of the
airstrips) plus the cost of the tows.
All welcome , particularly novice and
intermediate pilots, and, of course, our
advanced pilots as well.

New Instruments
New Solar Vario, soon to be released by
German
manufacturer
RENSCHLER
Instruments. The main advantage compared
to ordinary instruments of the SOL series
are: 1. Solar powered; 2. expandable and
upgradable; 3. Easy user interface; 4. cost.
School and dealer enquiries most welcome.
Tony Armstrong 042 942999

Edel New Model Range
Thanks to the extraordinary sales success
of the Energy, Edel is about to start shipments of its latest wing, the SABER, to
Australia.
The new glider, a high performance
intermediate canopy, was at press time
undergoing both ACPULS and DHV testing,
with both testers and designers confidently
predicting a solid performance (DHV II) rating . The new glider is based on Edel's
proven
AST
(Advanced
Security
Technology) concept.
The Saber will be available in four sizes
to suit all pilots, and is the ideal glider for
those pilots who want top intermediate performance. Without ANY compromises in
sa fety or handling .
Look out for Edel 's new hot ship comp
wing th,e SECTOR. Designed to be as good
as it gets but with all the AST advantages.
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It's only for team pilots, but look for it in the
comp results any day now!
For pilots who have just got their licence,
the Quantum continues to be the wing of the
decade. And for performance fliers, the
Energy is still setting records for its unique
blend of superb performance combined with
ease of launching, flying and rough air stability.
Edel is also revamping its harness range
with the Hero, Protector and Pro-light models. Ranging from a very accessible $550 up
to $850, all come with parachute quality
sewing, removable backplate, adjustable
weightshift options, full speed system rig,
multiple pockets and special moulded seat
plate. The Hero is fitted with standard buckles; the other models both feature lightweight
QR buckle systems for comfort and convenience.
In addition, the established SECURAMAX reserve parachute range is now extended with the introduction of the new RS-II
chute. The RS-II reserves will sell for a mere
$700 with Securamax canopies still retailing
at $750 (SM38) and $890 (SM52 tandem).
For details, test results, request for trial
flights and to prove what we say isn't bull ,
call Charly at Melbourne Paragliding Centre.

La Mouette News
The TOPLESS from La Mouette is certified in England. It is the first glider of this
type to be certified.
Pitch up test was very interesting, showing an earlier stability and more progressive
than standard gliders.
The wings are flexing a lot when under
negative load, thus it needs a much higher
speed to reach the breaking strength.

If the Topless is turned over in severe
turbulence the flexibility of the wings will
damp the negative shock and considerably
reduce the load applied to the glider.
With the Positive load test La Mouette
was unable to break the Topless . The British
rig was also unable to reach the breaking
limit.
La Mouette, (33) 80566647, fax (33) 80
5542 01. ~

New Number
We are moving to a bigger office,
upgrading the phone line and even introducing a stock control system to give you even
better service! Yes, it's true. MPC is definitelyon the move. You can still contact us on
the mobile 018 013084, but the new office
hours number is 03 97702400. Postal: PO
Box 3010, Auburn Vic 3123.

AFNORfor Harley
The UK manufacturer has been awarded
AFNOR certificates for the medium size of
both their new intermediate paraglider, the
Eclipse, and their advanced new wing the
Aurora.
The Eclipse has superseded the Sirocco
and Harley claims it is the most stable
paraglider they have built. AFNOR test show
that the Aurora has no tendency to spin.
Harley Para Dynamics,
228869, fax 01242 228807.

ph

01242

Solar Wings News
When does a Rumour become a Scandal?
Any time you like. Solar Wing announce a
world exclusive to Rumour owners. Solar
will take your Rumour and by recycling
appropriate components give you back a
Scandal at significant saving. Obviously, this
initiative will include a full factory guarantee
and test flights. New sail, wires, etc. The
'Scandal R' will fly every bit as well as a
new model, save money and introduce less
aluminium into the environment. Solar pilots
will see their glider's second hand value even
better enhanced!
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Approved Electronic Barographs

Flight record printouts made by the instruments designated below will be accepted as
barograhpic evidence of flight performance in support of FAI record and badge claims in
Class 0 airsports (hang gliders and paragliders).

Model

SoLftware
Version

Manufacturer

Alto Print
Brauniger
Alto- Vario
Brauniger
AV Competition
EW Electronic
Barograph
Skybox

Note 1
29209

Brauniger BmbH
Brauniger GmbH

\.6

Brauniger BmbH

Note I

EW Avionics

2.2
3.2
93073
\,2 + \.3
2.3
29141
Note 2
29209
29209

Automaten Technik Winkels BmbH

Skybox Maxx
PC Barograph
Flytec 3030
Flytec 3030
Flytec 3030
Professional
Micropanel 3
Micropanel 3
Aircotec Primus
Davron
Microtec 808

3.0
3.1
0\,2
2.04

Accepted Date
19/10/89
10/07/92
LCD VII
15111/93
20103/90
21/02192
19/03/91

F1ytec AG

10102194
30107/91
09/04/92
21/12191

F1ytec AG
F1ytec AG

21/04/92
25/02193

Afro Fluginstrumente
Afro Fluginstrumente
Aircotec AG
Davron

24/04/92
27/09/92
25/02193
17/05/94

Automaten Technik Winkels GmbH
Ingenieurbiiro Leimkuhler

List is correct at 10.12.95 - reprintedfrom CIVL Info
Note 1: This instrument was accepted under an early version of the EAM specification that
did not require identification of the software version.
Note 2: -This software version is accepted under the condition that the instrument be calibrated by the manufacturer less than one year before the record or badge flight, paragraph
5.4.6 of Section 7 of the FAI sporting code notwithstanding. A calibration certificate from
the manufacturer must accompany any performance claims.
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Press Release... New Glider from Airborne Windsports Pty Ltd
The shark will be released by the end of March 96 in 3 sizes 132, 144 and 156.

The Cams are probably the most significant innovation.
The Shark features a unique cam system which connects the cross bars and leading edge tubes. The Cams, via a pulley system, allow
the geometry of the glider to be changed in flight without moving the cross bars at the central hinge point. This system also eliminates
changes in anhedral/dihedral at different VG settings. The System allows the VG to operate with the minimum of effort from the pilot.

Tight Rigging
The Shark's rigging always remains tight. This, coupled with good static balance, makes for easy launching.

Good Flare Authority
Control frame position has been set to give the pilot increased flare authority which helps to take some of the thrill out of difficult
landing situations. As always with Airborne gliders, the Shark can be rigged on the control frame or lying flat.

Light Weight Airframe
The Shark utilises 7000 series tube reducing weight to the airframe. The tapered fibreglass rears have been retained. Since their introduction on Airborne gliders the factory has never sold a fibreglass rear leading edge as a spare. That's because they are more resistant to
high bending loads than their aluminium counterparts.

Easier Set-up
Tension is easier to pull on and release than our previous glider due to the elimination of complex compensation systems and
straighter cross bars. The Shark can either be set-up on the control frame or lying flat.

The sail
The leading edge mylar pocket wraps around more to allow for petter airflow.

Enclosed battens
The upper surface battens are enclosed in the sail. There are no eyelets or bungies making a much cleaner looking trailing edge. The
battens have an internal spring component to allow for even tension and easier set-up.

AirBorne Windsports, U22130 Kalaroo Road, Redhead, NSW 2290, phone 049499199, fax 049 499395.

Great F

TV Documenta~

Now available on video
for some of Austrql
An Intrepid band of thirty avl.aton; and
Battllne the be6t that mother nature could offer,
cd their weleht 6hlfl; mlcrolleht5 from Sydney to the Dalntree
Stopplne alone the way to meet the kld5 who In5plred their arduou
C05t: $49 plU5 $5 P05taee and handline

Post orders to: Mark Walker
L.C.A. Productions
327 North Rocks Road, NORTH ROCKS NSW 2151

I
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I Name:

I

:Add<eS~· •. .•••..•.• ·•···•· ••• ·•· ••••• ·••• ·••••••••• ·••• •.••••.•••....•••••••••• ••••••.••..

:

I ...... ......................... ... ........... State: ...... .............. ....... ...... .......

:

Ipostcode:
......... ... .. ... Phone No.: ...............................
INo f
'.. .........
.
I . 0 copIes . .......... .... ....... Total cost: .... ....... ............ .... ......

II
I

IPlease make cheques or money orders payable to:
I
I
L.c.A. Productions, 327 North Rocks Road,
I
___________________________
...::.;;;..z.__________....::.:::..__J
North Rocks NSW 2151
I
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uss was disappointed at the reception
given his new wings. Only a few
pilots even noticed them. Fewer commented.

R

"I can build you a pretty bird, if that's
what you want," The old man said when he
read Russ's face. "But if you want to fly ...
Of course that's what he wanted. It wasn't the lack of applause that crapped him. It
was the element of doubt. It had slipped
sneakily into his life like a loose lover's
tongue and was now beginning to stick in his
throat.
He'd been blown-off by these wings
when he'd first seen them, and expected others to be. But no. Nothing. Almost like a
conspiracy to ignore them. Hence the doubt
in him.
Perhaps he'd imagined it. Russ let his
fingers rest on the surface of the glider as he
stood next to it in the queue awaiting his turn
to take off. Only one ahead of him. He felt
for the feathers and for that strange warmth
he'd noted the night before.

It
was
an
unusually smooth
surface, he had to
Very
admit.
smooth. Butfeathers? One word for
it
perhaps.
Slippery would do
though. Maybe he
had got carried
away, especially
because
that
warmth
wasn't
there, that sensation of life flowing thru it. It was
gone now.
"OK Russ." came a voice from the blank
ahead of him. "When you're ready mate."
Russ moved forward, positioned himself,
shuffled pre-flight cue cards in the corner of
his mind, and began to let himself drift into
launch-mode.
His eyes wandered. On-lookers. Faces he
knew and people he didn't. Flyers on the
wall. He saw the old man. That white beard
suited him. Like one of those ancient
philosophers. And Kam, next to him, smiling. Dad o'Luss! What a sponge-head!
And just behind them. Who was that ?
Russ stared as the old man edged side-ways
to reveal the girl. They seemed to know each
other? Their eyes had flickered with intimacy, Russ was sure of it. And the girl definitely seemed to be standingbetween the other
two. Like some friggin' trinity! What the
¢VXKO' going on!?
"When you're ready mate. "
Russ didn't hear the voice. Just others.
lump son, jump! He's a young boy standing

on the edge. Father calls up. Come on! Your
brother did it. Looks back to his mum for
help. Reaches back, don't want to mum. She
glides forward, arms out to help. Don't want
to mum. Her face is close and smiling, her
breath warm and safe. But then she laughs
and pushes him over the edge.
Yeah! Russ shook his mind free. The bastards! Big joke. My boy can fly! Hilarious.
Even when the ankle broke. He'U be right.
Just a sprain. It'U mend. Yeah, mended
alright, nice and crooked.
"Hey Russ. Are you gonna go or not?"
"Yeah I'm goin'." Russ chucked the
words aside as he glared at the trinity.
Bastards! The old man gave him the thumbs
up. The red-haired maniac grinned. And the
girl? What did she do? Stretch her arms
towards him? Is that what she did?
Before Russ could decide, he had turned,
focused instantly on the space beyond, and
was no longer part of terra firma.
The young Qantas pilot quickly checked
his instruments. Yep. 30,000. That'd be the
Solomons. lust as quickly, he stretched forward again in the cockpit and stared up.
Wow! Should he wake Cameron?
"Here's your coffee, Ian." It was the
hostess who entered.
"Jane! Quick! Look at this. What do you
see up there?"
The hostess stretched across the pilot,
touching him. For a moment he forgot the
urgency, the closeness of her scent sending
him on a tangent. Oh yo. Wrinklies and.. .
"Blue sky?" Jane offered.
The pilot turned back to the sky. He hadn't imagined it. He had seen the hang glider.
Way up he was. Dangling in front of the sun.
Like a fly in from of
a UV zapper. About
to be a microsecond
of sizzle in this
sleezy cosmic cafe.
Oh yes, he'd seen
the stiffy, just as
he'd seen him all
those other times.
But no point in
telling the hostess.
She wouldn't understand. No one ever
did.
So instead he
turned his remarkably blue eyes on
her, let his hands
stray from the controls, and said:
"Anyone
ever
tell you before that
you're
positively
divine?"

THE END
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State, Club and Region News
Queens/and

your spot. We will hold our next club meeting at the showgrounds on the Saturday night
of this weekend. Hope to see you there.

Conondale Cross Country
Fliers Club Inc

Remember, expand your horizons, and
land anywhere else but the bombout.

The new club is cooking. Good flights
have been had by many, especially Peter
Roberts, Graeme Hall and Roly Sykes.

Annie

Eggins is back with conditional landing
areas.

Heard there were several good days here
while I was away with Trevor Presland and
others(?) flying to Aratula (66 kms) and
therefore not quite worth a mention in this
epistle (needs to be >70 kms for an advanced
pilot on an open distance flight) , so next time
keep going.

Members now total 30 in all, so please
think of your club and nominate it as your
primary club if you belong to a number of
clubs.
The 10th and 11th of February saw us all
at Widgee to do an instructional aero tow
endorsement weekend. Phil Pritchard, trike
pilot Ross and crew gave up a weekend to
conduct this for us. With good towing from
Phil and Ross, the myths of trike towing
were soon dispelled. Dave Redman, Peter
Roberts and Dave Jan all flew to Gympie and
beyond while Speedy, Blaino and Graham
headed off to Gunalda and Glastonbury. The
second day saw great improvement by all
and 73 tows. Saturday night deserves a mention, with Speedy, Blaino and Pete Werner on
the guitars. Some favourites including Uncle
Harvey's Aeroplane and many Bob Dylan
greats were played to everyone's appreciation. There was drinking, there was storytelling and dare I say it there was "atmosphere". Reminiscent of old Canungra days.
Speedy has lost the Rotten Bastard award
to Peter Roberts, who has been logging some
excellent flights in light conditions. But
Blaino will fight for the ti tie. A great battle
between all pilots will be waged over the
coming months. All pilots have seen great
improvement in their co·nfidence levels. Well
done guys!
By the time this hits the streets we will
all have done our second tow weekend, in
which we will include a landing seminar.
Once again we thank Phil Pritchard for his
totally professional and constructive instruction. I am sure every pilot gained a little
more knowledge from the weekend. We
should also mention special thanks to Fergy
and family at the Widgee Shop for supplying
all meals and alcohol, Geoff Amold for the
showground accommodation and Inky
McIntosh for the use of his airstrip. Thank
you to all locals for their hospitality in allowing us to use their farms as landing paddocks.
We look forward to our next towing weekend
on the 9-lOth March, where we will once
again tow out of Widgee township. All those
who missed the first weekend and wish to
have a towing endorsement please call
Graeme Hall on (074) 480 905 to reserve
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mates. As a consequence he finds it harder to
do well . The French would congregate over
the start gate waiting for their buddies before
heading off as part of a supportive gaggle
which really beats the hell out of being in a
hostile one. Finishing badly in a competition
is very damaging to the self esteem of a pilot.
Flying cooperatively might just help us help
ourselves to fly better.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Competition results. Another 3 major
comps are over, the pilots are back and starting to unwind aftet more than 3 weeks of
arduous competition flying. Best results for
the club were scored by Drew Cooper 4th
and Geoff Tulloch (8th) at Forbes.
World champion, Tomas Suchanek was
last seen heading in this direction for a very
leisurely drive up the coast and may well be
flying here sometime over the next week. For
your brush with immortality, come flying.
News on the Beechmont front is that the
owner of take-off, Barney Pluthero, has
given me an assurance that he no longer
wishes to sell . He is apparently quite happy
with the status quo (read contact) and will
continue our leasing arrangement.The Forbes
Flatlands this year was largely conducted by
the club. Apart from some organisational
work by local Len Paton the comp was
organised by Dave Staver and Linda Riggs;
directed by Richard Nevins with his wife and
able assistant Sue; scored by moi; catered
and massaged by Bettina Ridgers; goal kept
by Wayne Lee and Jon Durand Jnr; and (fabulous) trophies by the Durand family. As a
result of the efforts of these people and more,
Richard has been invited to direct the PreWorlds in January 1997 and the World
Championships in 1998. This is a huge affirmation of the expertise of club members,
where they are being asked to run competitions of the highest standard 1200 km from
their home base. Well done team.
Scoring another comp has really started
to highlight the effectiveness of team flying .
The French team at Forbes only managed to
have one of their pilots win one day, yet
every day five of the top ten for the day were
French. They were unlucky not to win the
comp finishing instead with 2nd, 3rd, 7th(?)
and 9th(?). Nearly every Australian flies
every comp as an individual, neither giving
nor expecting full information from his

Trevor Presland mentioned that he was
buzzed repeatedly by the drop plane at
Aratula. The guy has asked for a 5nm (I
think) radius around his field at Aratula. Put
a circle on your map - that's about a 9 km
radius. If you fly into this zone don't say we
didn't warn you.
Worth contemplation is Craig Worth's
synopsis in the January Skysailor of the accidents depending on whether they resulted
from bad handling techniques or bad operational decisions. Apparently, and not surprisingly, the risk of an accident resulting from
bad handling techniques decreases with
experience but that the risk of an accident
resulting from a bad operational decision
actually increases with experience (and that
pilots of all experience levels suffer much the
same accident rates).
Only one interesting incident to report
this month, feel free to classify it yourself.
Speedy (and mega experience) was aerotowing at Boonah. Most pilots were using
Moyes' releases and consequently attaching
to a rope loop at the end of the tow line.
Speedy decided to attach his three ring
release to some weak link material which he
joined to the rope loop. 1500' up and on
being given the release signal by the tug
pilot, Speedy attempted to release and couldn't. Without thinking he tucked the base bar
under one elbow to free both hands to work
the release. The base bar suddenly shot out
putting the glider in a vertical climb behind
the tug and probably breaking the weaklink.
The glider stalled still pointed vertically and
began to backslide. The glider inverted but
quickly continued the rotation (read tumble)
and miraculously resumed straight and level
flight. He promptly began thermalling and
commenced a XC flight.
Oh, one other one; EI Vice Presidente,
Darryl Franklin, recently after letting a barb
wire fence use his tow bridle to slingshot him
into the ground for a real face landing was
fortunate to not only not break hi s neck but
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also to avoid injury to his eyes when his
(orange?) sunglasses shattered on impact. He
looked a lot uglier but he flew the next day.
Anyway I do a bit too well when I start
on the doom and gloom so I should end.
Best
Gordo, Secretary

Cheers for now,
Joe Scott, Vice President

and a job well done in a very distinctive
style.
The safety officers remain unchanged
with Forrest Park as senior safety officer.

Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club

Many members are bemoaning the
weather which has curtailed activities over
the Christmas period and are now looking
forward to better weather and an eventful flying year. The activity program will be
announced at the March meeting.

Regards

PS. Another feather should go to Jon
Durand Jnr (who now has an intermediate
rating) for flying wind tech in the Bogong
Cup and basing out over Mt Buffalo and Mt
Emu.

New South Wales

NORTHERN
BEACHES
....... "

Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club
Inc

HANG GLIDING CLUB
BYRON BAY

Hi Marie and all fellow flyers out there .. .
Finally some news from northern NSW!!
YES the Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club is
alive and well!!
We have been having some good flying
and some great looking days without many
people taking advantage of them .. .
Our first club meeting of 1996 saw our
AGM with Joe Barton stepping down from
President and stalwart Brian Rushton taking
over that job. I kept the Vice Pres spot with
Joe Barton slipping into the Treasury position and young Gavin Ray stepping into the
hot spot of secretary.
Most of the correspondence from the
club over the past 12 months has seemed to
be about hassles we've had up here ... Well
most everything is under control with good
relations with the Cape Byron Headland
Trust, the ramp at Tallows is a beauty these
days and Lennox Head is seeing lots of flying.
Visiting pilots please remember whilst
we DO want you guys up here to have fun
there are a few strict guide-lines that we must
abide by so please call one of the local safety
officers or the schools up here and there
should be no hassles at all. Paragliders still
cannot fly at Tallows and are limited in this
area at this time.
Trikes are going ahead full steam with
lots of very calm days lately (not good for
the tandem instructors) so come on up and
enjoy the magnificent cross country potential
of this exotic region.

March 1996

. . . . . IflU.

The Club has been 'Off the Air' since
August due to the lack of a secretary. Craig
resigned the position since he was moving
from the area and it wasn't filled until the
October meeting when Mike Warner agreed
to undertake the task after a presidential plea
to the paragliding fraternity. Our thanks to
Craig for his good work and keep in contact.
Club members wishing to broadcast their
achievements, or failures should now contact
Mike and give
him the good
oil.
At
the
C I u b ' s
February
meeting
the
committee was
up for re-election.
Owen
Pearce was reelected as treasurer
and
Mike Warner
as
secretary.
Jim Allen is
standing down
as president,
however there
were no forthcoming nominations
and
Jim has agreed
to continue for
a short time
until we can
find a new
dynamic
leader.
Any
volunteers?
Our thanks to
Jim for his
time and effort
over the years

Congratulations to Glenn Salmon and
Mark Robertson for their performance in the
Bogong Cup. Mark achieved a 4th as his best
daily placing on a difficult day against some
of the Top Guns. A great effort and a pilot to
be watched for the future. Their overall placing was ; Glenn, 3rd in A grade, and Mark,
2nd in C grade.
Our best wishes for a speedy recovery go
to John Trude following his accident whilst
towing at Hay. It was good to see John Clark
at the Club meeting, recovered from his cliff
hanging experience at Stanwell and giving a
very amusing account of events.
The Long Reef site will shortly undergo
remodelling by the local Council to divert the

TOUR
With 18 flying days out
France '95 has been a great .

The tour will include flying in the Mont BkJ
. .I,wm:¢
flig~ts up to 10,000 feet top to bottom), at
inglhe Festival (Icarus Cup) and in the ·solulbem
Frehch Alps (Saint-Andre area).
•
•

Pilots intermediate level and up
Group number limited to 8

• Price $3,900
Return airfares (open)
.bire and petrol
licence (compulsory)
ver
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walking track to the rear of the NE launch
site and enhance the landing area making it
safer for both pilots and spectators. Flying
the site may not be possible for a while; we' ll
keep you posted.
We would also like to remind pilots of
Northern Beaches site ratings, a notice of
which was included in January 's Skysailor.
These must be observed and we also remind
pilots with restricted certificates that a red
streamer must be flown .
A happy new flying year to all .
Mike Warner

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club

us. Many new pilots are graduating from the
schools and discovering the joys of the
novice "licence to learn". The future of fl ying in Canberra is looking just great!
Our new all-singing-all-dancing weather
station will be installed over the next few
weeks. This is an improvement on our existing station and will give us much more information on local conditions than our current
facility.
Information on how our local representatives fared in the various competitions they
attended is not yet to hand. Watch this space
for an update next month.
Arrangements for the March Paragliding
Festival are continuing. See the advertisement elsewhere in this issue of Skysailor.
Come and join the very friendly Canberra
pilots for an end of season party!

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary

Victoria

The January meeting was well attended
with nearly 30 of our members there, which
represents approximately an 80% turnout.
The entertainment for the evening was provided by Neil Evans who, assisted by
Graeme Garlick, had produced and edited a
video of the Corryong Cup with some very
good aerial footage. Watching the Corryong
valley spin round and round as Neil thermaIled up was enough to produce motion
sickness.
The scoring days of the Corryong Cup
also doubled as scoring days for the club
competition and was therefore well attended
by pilots from our club. Unfortunately the
weather was not as good as last year and we
only had 2 scoring days. Through his efforts
at Corryong, the winner of the monthly
round of the club comp was Craig Docherty
who was awarded a T-shirt in his absence at
the January meeting . .Roy Docherty who was
at the meeting, collected it for him.
The last round of the interclub comp is
the Nowra area on weekend 16-17 March.
See you round and about.

David Middleton, President

ACT Hang Gliding
Association

We've had lots of people flying around
the ACT sites in the past month, with personal bests being logged by quite a number of
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Don't Forget!!
Pre-flight and
Hang Check.
Every time
want to lose you too early! (Even if you have
resorted to flying hang gliders again!)
Another little paragliding story, in whi ch
unfortunately the pilot didn ' t come off as
well. Brian Webb was towing at Hay, when
his canopy met a dust devil at SO feet and
collapsed 60-80% and well. .. Brian has come
off with a dislocated hip and a bit of bruising
on his face . But if you know Brian at all , you
would know that this doesn 't stop him. He 's
in this office by day and going back to the
hospital at night!
I would also like to congratulate Fred
Gungl on winning the Flatties. Who thought
he wouldn' t win???
Some of our summer residents are soon
to leave us, but I had to mention that JeanYvs Ricard flew twice in one week to Mt
Bogong up to xxxxxx ft . No one believed
him the first time, so he had to go up the second time to take photos! Good on you Jean ,
we'll miss your little red Sigma!

North Eastern Victoria Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Hi Folks,
This month has seen interesting flying by
all , from great long distances, to great
heights, competitions being won, and some
unfortunate accidents.
Also amongst our own regular flying patterns, we have had the privilege to host the
Women's
World
Hang
Gliding
Championships here. There were a few local
hangies and para's helping out with the
comp, and the winner of the meet was Kari
Castle from the USA . To the Organisers I
would like to thank on behalf of the other
pilots. You did well considering the consistent direction of the wind! It was enjoyed by
all.
At our last NEHG meeting we had a
great speaker, Denis Pagen from the States,
come and chat to approximately 60 to 70
pilots. A lot of knowledge was spilt, and
absorbed by us all. Many questions were
asked, (mainly by Henry!!) and a lot was
learned about the weather in this area, and
some of Thomas's strategies. I think it is safe
to say, it was enjoyed by all ... Henry?
Well we have "Crash and Burn Burnie"
in our midst still, which I'm sure all of us are
happy about. Poor old Pos was crossing
'tiger country ' from Freeburgh hill to the
Kiewa, when his canopy decided to collapse
on him. Heading towards the rather large
power lines, he threw his reserve and luckily
missed them. BE CAREFUL POS, we don't

There has been some other local pilots
getting some air time. I can mention all of
them, but I would like to welcome Carol
Binder back onto the circuit, in her Combat.
Hugh Satchell , who flies a Sting, flew in
the Flatties, and come in the 60's. This is
great considering that he's only been flying
for a year! Well done Hugh .
Heather Stricek managed to get swarmed
by bees at the Mt Emu Bombout during the
Women's World's. Come on Heather, it's bad
enough to land in the born bout let alone
being swarmed!! Luckily no one was hurt.
Steve and Julie Ruffels are at this
moment cruising back from New Zealand on
the P&O Fairstar after a relaxing 2 weeks
hassle free. However I hear that Dad couldn't
stop looking at those flyable peaks, but Mum
made him come down to sea level!
You ' ll no longer have to look for the big
black wheels any more to find me, I've been
promoted to the recycled 6 inch wheels now.
You would have thought that Eagle Man
would have let the wheels off sooner from
his daughter's wing by now wouldn't you?
The St Valentines day "flyin" was great,
and the dressed to impress theme was taken
quite seriously. Some to mention were the
Texlers, and Julia and Jon. Not to forget Ted .
The night was supported by about 40 people,
and let's hope for another evening flying, as
that was a lot of fun.
Well guys and girls, make good use of
the weather from now on in, it's starting to
look like autumn!
See ya!
Sarah
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STOLEN
From Beach Drive Woonona: Danny Scott
Racer harness grey & blue with left hand side
mount chute also purple Brauniger va rio with
repair to mounting bracket all in a blue & grey
bag with orange zipper ph Jason 065 594331

WANTED
2nd hand harness/pod suit 6'3" up to $400 ph
0398794073, 0411 254619
SELL, SWAP OR TRADE: I wish to sell, swap or
trade my XS 169 for a suitable paraglider with
adjustments to price if necessary. the XS 169 is
in gd cond 80 hrs recent full factory strip &
check, king post hang, all colour fluoro sail that
has been UV treated, batten profile and new
hang loops. I want around $900 for the XS
Dealers are welcome to phone me Steve 065
842931

chute, full face helmet (Fitzdawalder) pink inside
lining Lindsay Ruddock instruments please ph
Kareena 042 942212
Flytec plug-in wind meter at Stanwell Park ph
Julie 02 4174700 w, 02 99796945 h

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all parag/iders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland

latest in back protection. $900 ph Tony 042
942999
Nova Phocus 29 sqm (12A1DHV2) all up 90-115
kg "My mistress has cared for and nurtured me
through one thermic summer. Unflappable in difficult conditions, loving and kind , she's looking for
a new soul mate." Only suitable suitors with
$2900 need apply ph Elgar 064 941938 ah
Pacific Wings Lynx 26 80-95 kgs demo wing
with only 4.5 hrs has new wing warranty purple
top white US green LE ex glide very fast $2800 ph
Steve 060 271739
Nova Phocus 29 sq m white pink 12 As DHV2
90-115 kg all up weight 50 hrs airtime solid thermailing canopy great fun to fly $2900 ono ph Bega
Bill 064 941525 24 hrs
Apollo 35 tandem as new fluoro pink su it 110 kg
or greater $3500 DHV2 certification ph 02
4502674, mob 018 273552

1 Arrow II wing or similar to suit Airborne Arrow
ph Bill on 015 446927

Edel Super Space 28 sqm lilac 60 hrs ex cond
trimmers proven XC periormance ACP!JL 12A
$2200 + Pro Design Challenger Classic 23 26
sqm red 10 hrs crisp great first canopy including
basic harness $2000 SHV/DHV ph 07 55437237

LOST

New South Wales

Edel Super Space 27 85-110 kg ACPUL 12As as
new cond $2900 ph 057 583509 AH

Paragliding harness New "air bag" by Sport
Keller with Airebulle harness. This represents the

A complete paragliding setup: Excel 26 (SHV
1B) , harness & reserve (Justra Stratos), helmet,

At Stanwell Park, Saturday 3/2196. Pod harness green & black Aussie Skins with para-

Victoria

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
Mat:ch 1996
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varia Picolo 2. All in vgc $2200 Quitting the sport.
Ph Kate 059 741599
Airwave Jive 29 sqm ex cond as new only 10 hrs
of inland airtime a beautifully stable wing never
had so much as a tuck. Suit beginnerlintermediate pilot (weight range 75-95 kg) colours jadellilac
ACPULS (Jive 26 All As) $2600 ono Michael
Jowett ph 03 94785549
Nova Sphinx 29 AFNOR 10AllC high performance wing 100 hrs airtime whitish with purple
cell walls ex cond extremely solid wing ideal
canopy for confident intermediate pilot looking to
move up to competition performance without the
price tag or the stress. A bargain at $2100 ph
Greg 03 95806854 AH or 018583405 any1ime
Edel paragliding reserve chute (steerable) 20
gore 2 yrs old repacked last year ph Jorg
Adamson 057 551500
Apache 26 sqm an excellent beginnerlintermediate glider v safe DHV 2 rating suit pilot weight 7090 kg 60 hrs airtime complete with bag & speed
system a bargain at $1800 ph Tony on 03
96998202 BH, 018 177307 AH 03 96467889
Nova Sphinx 29 sqm 85 hrs TT 10 As 2 Cs ec as
new $1700 + High Energy Reserve with long bridle $300 ph 03 94581632, 018554872

SA
Edel Stardust 24 (exactly the same as Space 24)
ACPUL 12A all up weight 75-95 kg 90 hrs v well
cared for ex cond turquoise great novlint glider for
$1500 ph Jon 057 552147

NT
Airwave Black Magic 24 sqm gc suit 55-85 kg
pilot gd nov canopy incl harness $1500 ph Dave

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
- l'TIil.r Pllol' b."" MorrFWl-Tr lkr Pilot, H"" MDrl' f'Un.-Tr lk.

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 31m; North East of Melboume

All Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

TRIKES
New South Wales
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 only 31 hrs C-type
gearbox covers standard instrumentation with
custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500 ana ph
Peter 043621015
Trike Airborne Edge 582 LC T2-2724 only 153
hrs Iva prop covers tacho compass ASI CHT
Temp Alt hour meter many other extras new modified .mast wing is yellow black & white ex cond
$12500 ph 066 432288
Trike Airborne Edge Executive T2-2659 full
instrumentation inc dual EGT electric start, inflight trim adj. mint cond only 74 hrs airtime
$18500 ph Andrew 018 685215
Edge Executive 582 T2-2683 10 hrs red/white
full instruments quiet kit electric start covers
immac also Edge 532 %2-2528196 hrs new sail
new prop new C-type gearbox new exhaust full
instruments covers $9900 also Pegasus XL 462
HP T2-2589 350 hrs red/black full instruments
covers tow gear $10500 also accessories Trailer,
Icom VHF radio, ballistic parachute, Comunica
intercom eqpt, helmets, suits, kitchen sink!
Phone Sydney Microlight Centre if you're serious
about flying 042 941031
Trike Skylink Hornet T2-2568 2 seater 532
engine 133 hrs Ivo prop full instruments great
machine to fly never landed hard asking $11 ,000
firm reason for sale just bought house need some
$$$ ph Adrian 063 827013 after 7pm
Airborne Edge trike T2-2695 as new E-type
g'box only 40 hrs & new tow system helmets &
intercom covered trailer optional $19,000 ph 049
886146 AH , 049 873255 BH
Edge 582 trike T2-2621 electric start short wheel
base, only 40 hrs old in new cond black in colour
full instruments, digital compass, Icom A20 radio,
Comunica intercom & helmets, backrest, wind screens, 2 flying suits, full Airborne covers, trailer
with wing rack, everything in brand I1"W cond
$17,500 no offers priced for quick sale will separate ph 6234526 or 019 124582

wheel , windscreen, Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, Icom A20 Mkll radio , press to talk,
remote aerial full set of covers & trailer all in as
new cond $16800 ph 066 425063

Queensland
Trike Airborne Executive Edge 582 T2-2760 as
new 90 hrs TT electric start, full instruments black
pod, white-red-black wings for sale $18,400 ph
070987776
Trike parts single seater Rotax 503 3 blade prop
large wheel all in gd cond $4000 ph Barry 071
534848

Victoria
Trike Pegasus Quantum T2-2777 Super Sport
582 red 70 hrs always hangared ASI , VSI, dual
EGT, water temp , clock revs, ignition key light,
touring windscreen, factory Pegasus panniers (2
x 20 litre XC) , warning horn, dual landing lights.
kevlar LE & in-flight trim. 1 of only 2 4:1 gearboxes in Australia with quiet kit & 6 blade Ivoprop &
spinner. 2nd battery regulator & alternator with
dual volt meters. Electric start, full covers, front
mud flap , soft & hard tip battens, tip protectors &
many other extras. This is the quietest, most
optioned trike in the country. 1st to see will buy.
Can organise delivery to East states . Cost
$33,500 will sell $24,950 as owner pursuing GA
018356271
912 Quantum 4 stroke 80 hp trike landing early
April The ultimate flexwing ph 015 303484, 03
95875975
Pegasus Q T2-2707 180 hrs TT Rotax 462 complete with trailer ex cond always hangared
$17000 neg ph 058 265204
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine white composites
pink & blue wing full instruments including VSI
plastic tank model 160 hrs training available
$13,500 ph 015 303484
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine red composites red ,
black & white wing full instruments including VSI
& carb heat T2-2708 training available $13,000 ph
0395875975
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine yellow composites
green, black, white wing full instruments including
carb heat T2-2707 training available $12,500 ph
015303484
Ultracom helmets & intercom unit $500 Red
Comunica set 90's with patch kit & push to talk
$1000 Icom VHF $470

HANG GLIDERS

Quantum 462 trike T2-2727 385 hrs maintained
in excellent cond complete log books always
hangared engine recently overhauled. Excellent
performance. Green US $20,000 ono ph Ian 049
320204

Sting 154 novlint mint green & lilac ex cond 50
hrs only flying time $2200 ph Colin 049 680638

Edge 582 T2-2567 registered 2.11.96 B type
gearbox full instruments only 76 hrs full covers ,
communications & trailer $13,000 for more information please ring Malcolm 066 466106

XT 145 int look no further brand new cond flown
only twice pink scrim LE green Us white TS speed
bar $2800 also pod harness with chute $50 suit
5'7"-5'10" ph Richard 045 751883

Pegasus XLR trike 462 high power 150 hrs full
covers & book, always hangared ex cond reg . no.
T2-2585 $14,500 ph 0411174629

Foil 160B Racer orange fluoro mylar LE black &
orange US custom tube upright $600 ph Dave
065412427
Desire 141 int gc mauve & grey HPT square rear
surface $2900 ono ph 02 5217931 AH

22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Trike 2 seat HGFA registered T2-2537 82 genuine hrs total time ex cond full instruments complete maint. log, flight log & spares Ivo prop, carby
heat & fitted ballistic emerg. chute. Reliable &
safe. Looks & flies great. 55 knt+ cruise, only one
owner from new. Includes custom trailer with full
cover, suit new buyer $11,000. VHF Icom Mkll
radio , plus 2 helmets with intercom $1,000
Sydney ah 02 99722853, bh 02 99050888, mob
0412172159

Ph (057) 501 555

Trike Airborne Edge T2-2636 582 C-type 252
hrs Executive wing in-flight trim , casto ring front

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
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Richards 089 620328 w, 089 622586 h

New South Wales

Tandem glider Dream 220 red white & black
$1500 ono ph 02 5217931 AH
Moyes XS 155 exp int king post hang ex cond
nothing replaced approx 40 hrs 2nd owner $1200
ono ph Simon 049 217136 BH , 049 571714 AH ,
018675905 (mob).
Sting 154 novlint grey LE magenta US ex cond
$2100 ana ph Phil or Vicki 042 852685

SKYSAILOR

Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10 hrs
new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85 kg
must sell $3100 ono ph Paul 043 341919
Sting 166 nov low hrs well maintained tight sail
fully faired aluminium & speed bar $2500 + harness Air Support Sky Lite suit 5'8" 75-80 kg perf
cond $650 + chute High Energy pulled apex
$350 + vario Bali 651 $350 + UHF radio 40G &
accessories $350 + other accessories discounted
price for package deal ph 049 634359 AH
Enterprise Wings Aero 145 int black blue &
white as new cond 3 hrs flying + harness suit 5'4"
freestyle $2800 ph 043 323425
Mars 170 nov vgc hardly used blue LE $650 ph
Dean 02 99798237 AH or 02 99797052 AH
Moyes XS 155 Series 2 (exp int) manuf Jan '93,
serial # 2490 yellow & orange fluoro US fluoro
orange LE & top panel, giving the US an effective
rainbow of fluoro colours while in flight. Has all
original tubing, manual, service kit, batten profile,
spare upright & new side wires Jan 96. This glider has been very well looked after & is in ex cond
with only 100 hrs logged $2000 ono ph 046
810641 AH or 02 2030637 BH

royal blue & fluoro yellow US spare upright ex
cond $3600 ono ph Phil 060 562885
Nissan Pathfinder 1988 ST 5 speed manual burgundy power steering airconditioning new tyres &
suspension bull bar tow bar HG racks stereo radio
cassette tint windows full 12 mth rego 2197 $1600
also Windsurfer F2 Function complete with
board mast boom harness & one sail great from
beginner thru to intermediate $600 Harness
Moyes Extreme It blue & lilac to suit 178 cm
approx gc $900 owner departing the country
5977792 Brett
Moyes Mission 170 nov electric blue LE fluoro
pink/yellow US faired kingpost speed bar landing
wheels 2 spare downtubes batten profile & manuals An ideal 1st glider, ex cond $1650 also Flytec
vario with base bar clamp car charger & AC
charger ec $230 or $1800 the lot ph Geoff H 02
99707569, W 0299302515
Blade 27 exp int white/rainbow stripe tip 30 sqm
with lTV hamess suit pilot 75-100 kg certified
ACPUL 12As good novice/intermediate wing. This
wing is in excellent condition with 35 hrs airtime. I
have upgraded. To be sold $2650 (manual included) ph Stuart 02 8108573

Airborne Sting 154 novlint manuf July '93 serial
# S54-65 orange & blue US lilac LE & white TS an
excellent buy as this glider hasn't been used for
the past 2 yrs & is in ex cond with only 20 hrs
logged freight tube available if required. $1800
ono ph 046 810641 AH or 022030637 BH

Airborne Blade 141 exp int It blue & grey US
kevlar LE dacron sail looks great flies even better
lovingly maintained flown only by conservative
Operations Manager new October 94 $3000 ph
Craig Worth 065 592713

Moyes Pod harness gc suit 5'10" +/- $250 ono
also Parachutes Australia parachute as new
never used $300 ono also Sjostrom vario vgc
$400 ono ph Steve 02 8872090 AH, 015 904400
BH

XS 169 Moyes exp int as new totally rebuilt by
Moyes new sail & frame suitable for the heavier
pilot excellent to fly land & thermal $2800 also XS
155 exp int gc although sail requires attention
both glider strong & robust $600 02 5977435 AH,
019994012 BH

Desire 151 (int) a great looking glider still very
crisp & only 40 hrs airtime It pink & mint green has
Enterprise logo on top ph Peter 042 942550
Mars 170 nov vgc hardly used $800 genuine sale
ph Dave Jenkins 5858240
Sting 166 (novlint) Sky blue & white rubber faired
uprights speed bar gd cond $1800 ph Gilbert late
at night 02 3604645 or Tony Armstrong 042
942584
1 x cross country Sting 154 (int) has only one
test flight logged first to see will buy price just
$3500 new price $4080.00 rated novice intermediate, l x Aero 145 (nov) in perf cond only 10 hrs
flight time logged, ideal for novice that weighs
between 60-70 kilos at give away price of only
$2400.00 ono, 1 x Aero 170 (nov) in gd cond
owner left the country a steal at only $1500.00
ono contact Lee on 065 565265
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) ex cond only 24 hrs of
flight bright colours $1200, Moyes Pod harness
(med) with High Energy parachute $400 ph Paul
at home on 02 6654228 or work on 02 4393400
Comunica helmet intercom package includes
helmets with visors , headsets, interface, push to
talk button, large 7.5 AH battery, charger, Icom
A20 Mkll airband radio, padded box for transporting. Will also include one pair freezer room overalls (flying suit) new all in as new condition
$1250.00 ph BH 02 3610200 ask for Warwick ah
026714705
Airborne Blade 132 (int) white lilac US 30 hrs as
new no comps $3990, Blitz 137 exp int pink mint
US vgc $1950 ring Max 049 505434 evenings
Probe I 165 81/82 model $500 ono ph 068
863526

Gyro Ii 160 gc ex beginner pretty colours spare
uprights as well as a cocoon hamess $900 ph
Kayne 02 6341515
Foil 160B Racer int gc LE sleeves brand new
side wires flies well must sell going OS $700 also
Cocoon harness $50 ph Mark 046 258532 or
after March 30 Rob 06 2549485
Low airtime gliders: Enterprise Wings Aero
145 int Aug 93 round uprights 35 hrs airtime white
LE fluoro green & pink on sail ex cond $2500 ono
Enterprise Wings Gyro 160 nov Dec 93 v low
airtime $2000 ono Pacific Airwave Vision 2
Tandem glider 1991 /93? $3750 ono Moyes XL
nov 1994 small v low airtime $2000 ono Moyes
XT 165 int1994 max of 30 hrs $2200 ph Heather
Cook 3316990 or Gary Hooper 6426051

SKY CYCLES PTY LTD
Melbourne's Micro/ight Specialists
Moorabbin Airport, Tooradin, Bright
We specialise in trike sales and training
We have all the latest Microlight Products at the most competitive prices. New, Ex-stock

Sting 166 nov/int in ex cond suit pilot 60-90 kg
blue LE white & grey US $1500 ph Chris on 02
5558408 H or 02 2394300 W
Foil 160B Racer int ex cond a great 1st high perform glider at an affordable price. Test fly Central
Coast Northern Beaches, IIlawarra $850 cash or
$300 deposit and $150 per month for 4 months ph
Martyn 02 4847018 H, 022651676 w
Sting 118 nov gc 20 hrs young blue LE rainbow
colours ideal for pilot to 65 kg $1950 ph 049
343578
Moyes Mission 170 vgc urgent sale $1000 ph 06
2979195
Mission 170 nov only 23 hrs flight time great cond
fluoro green yellow white & pink comes with batten profiles $1200 ono Moyes pod harness with
High Energy Parachute $500 ono Sjostrom
vario $400 Paul Marshall 8/38 Bream St Coogee
NSW 2034
Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc low hrs plus 6ft pod
hamess $1600 ono ph 055 234369
Combat 2 int purple LE purple & pink US comp
sleeves & extra battens spare upright vgc $1700
ono also Xtralite 147 exp int mylar clear scrim LE

March 1996

AirBorne Edge Executive
from $18,847 * New
Pegasus Quantum
from $24,960 * New
Longjon Venturer
from $14,850 * New
Aerial Pursuits and Comunica Intercoms
Training packages
Second hand aircraft - Edge, Q, XL, Quantum

Free Trial Flights for all trike buyers, try all the latest products at no charge,
get the trike that suits your purpose and your pocket.

Phone 03 95875975 or 015 303484
37

Gyro II 180 immac 40 hrs rainbow top surface
blue mylar LE reinforced TE to sail - wing tip protectors. Very attractive glider $950 ono ph Geoff
043285092
Xtralite 147 (exp int) (1095XTL147715) fluoro
Xtralite
147
(exp
int)
yellow/blue,
(1095XTL147714) white/lt purple, Xtralite 147
(exp int) (1095XTL147713) white/grey/lt purple 02
3875622
Tandem glider Moyes x 2 blue US scrim LE
great cond built Dec '95 $3900 Max Air Sports ph
018696523
Mitchell Wing Bl0 needs TLC cheap ph Denis
066856287
XT 145 nov fluoro pink orange & yellow ex cond
80 hrs $2000 ph Mark 042 942631
Pod harness for sale 2 hrs use suit female or
short pilot, Tracer harness low hrs black & blue
$500 suit 178 cm or less ph 02 3692957, m 019
660716
Aero 145 novas new cond only flown 3 times &
brand new pod harness suit 5'4" $2800 ph 043
323425
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & fluoro pink US
white TS used only 30 hrs almost as good as new
best upgrade option for current Aero, Mission &
Sting owners sell for $2300 also UHF radio &
high-gain antenna $300 also Oz skin great for
winter flying $100 ph Masa 02 9313468 BH,
5672944 AH

South Australia
Xtralite 147 exp int power rib blue LE lime green
US white MS gc $3200 ono ph Paul 3863452 or
019693554
Moyes Flex harness suit pilot 180-185 cm dk
blue with electric blue pockets immac cond with
modified tilt adjustment system - better than new!
$700 ono ph Paul 3863452 or 019 693554
Blade 141 exp int ex cond It grey/fluoro lime US
kevlar LE & TE less than 30 hrs airtime $3500 ono
will pack & freight ph Col 08 88273218 or 019
676605
Sting 166 (novlint) It & easy to set up with ex1ras
Must sell $1700 ph Peter 08 2557210 h, 08
3712877 bh
XT 165 (int) ex cond fluoro orange LE It blue/dk
blue US with Moyes wheels $1900 ph Geoff 08
3057138

Queensland
XS 155 exp int grey mylar LE pink & yellow US ec
$1000 ph Mike 019 641129 or 07 55701699
Moyes XT 165 int red LE blue US white TE
approx 90 hrs 2 spare base bars well maintained
must sell $1825 ono 7/5 Duke St Kingston'n 4114
Sting 166 nov/int ex cond v little use $1800 ono
blue LE blue/fluoro yellow ph 079 554281

Moyes pod harness ex cond as new blue with
white stripes suit approx. 5'5"-5'10" $300 ono ph
079554281
XT 165 int ex cond 12 hrs total airtime white top
mauve LE followed by fluoro yellow. speed bar
incl $2400 ono ph Justin 07 38560088 Hang gliding harness European design Sport Keller
brand suit 170-190 cm height mauve colour perf
cond $450 ono ph Justin 07 38560088
XS 155 exp int blue & yellow US white TS standard cloth in vgc no wrinkles no flutters ex glider
for the budget-conscious improver only $959 ph
0755710389
Moyes pod harness in gc blue suit pilot from
5'10"-6'4" only $200 ph 07 55710389
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc $1200, Moyes
Tracer II harness 5'11 " ex cond $400, High
Energy chute $400, Sjostrom vario $400, Icom
40G with headset $400 ph Nick (070) 313122 bh
or 070 532210 ah
Tandem glider Moyes x 2 blue US scrim LE
great cond built Dec '95 $3900 Max Air Sports ph
018696523
XSR150 intladv 11 /90 model faired uprights
speed bar VB excellent 2nd glider can send photo
$1150 Cairns will freight ph Warwick 070 519392
Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk
blue/fluoro green US $3900 ph 07 55784322 BH,
07 55755204 AH
AirBorne Blade Race 132 exp int 3 mths old 20
hrs only white LE & TS mauve & white US bargain
@ $3800 ono ph Helen 07 55963701
XS 155 exp int 2/92 gd cond king post hang blue
LE fluoro orange US white power rib TE $1200
ono ph Wes 07 32698485
Skylink Hornet T2-2514 532 electric start 210
hrs full instrumentation superb fast cruise
machine in ec trailer incl $13,000 ono ph 07
32038481

Victoria
Moyes XT 165 int brand new cond flown 5 hrs
$2800 03 98504474
Pod harness European $3000398504474
Foil Combat 152 int red gold US white TS & LE
60 hrs total airtime $1400 + Moyes XS 111142 exp
int light weight Swiss tubing current model pink &
Royal blue gc delight to fly & great handling
approximately 100 hrs $2000 ph Neil 03
94844502
Sting 118 int only 20 hrs airtime vg cond pink LE
dk & It blue US $2000 also Moyes pod harness
gc suit pilot height 5'4"-5'10" $300 ph Jorg
Adamson 057 551500
Blade Race 141 exp int white/purple (ex visiting
pilot) $2600 ono ph Steve Stricek 057 551503
Xtralite 147 exp int rnylar fair cond $1650 ph

Angus 018 996087, 03 8366019
Xtralite 147 exp int white scrim EL black front
section US white half power rib ex cond $3800
Harness Flash black with fluoro yellow & pink
stripe 0 Scott side mount chute container carry
bag included $60 XS 155 exp int scrim fluoro
orange LE & white half power rib & 4 oz scrim TE
& tips gc with awesome glide $1320 ono ph
Trevor 059796388,018390560
Foil 135 int vgc high performance glider for the
srnaller pilot at a price for the budget minded.
White MS with blue & yellow US. Speed bar, fibreglass tips, spare upright. Must sell as I no longer
fly $650 ph Ken 03 97299261
Mission 170 nov red LE white TE small blue triangle faired king post speed bar ex cond low hrs
$1600 ph Karen 052 831345
XT 165 int ex cond fluoro colours speed bar only
20 hrs airtime $2300, Moyes pod harness with
reserve chute ex cond $500. Flytee vario 3005
with bracket & velcro straps $450 ph Peter 03
93692524 ah
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 18 mths old low hrs & low
transport time, gd cond $3500, Icom IC40G
radios new only 3 left at $550 ea. Modifications
& repairs to ICOM ph Gilbert in Bright on 057
501158 bh, 057551124 ah, email Gilbert@magnet.com.au
Moyes XT 145 (nov/int) in as new cond white MS
blue LE pink & black US speed bar $2950 ph 03
95718376
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) in ec only 25 hrs pink
LE white MS & blue US faired uprights speed bar
spare uprights (4), spare flying wires $1800 ono,
Electrophone hand held UHF radios (2) with
spare batteries, desktop chargers, speaker microphones, high gain aerials. All in EC $700 ono +
Garmin GPS-45 brand new $750 ono ph Michael
0398402036
XS Easy 155 (nov/int) blue LE white TE orange
US faired kingpost & down tubes speed bar, batten profiles, new poly wheels & glider manual vgc
no damage must sell $900 ono Thermal jump
suit Ige as new suit pilot 5'8" cost $480 will sell for
$280 Hang gliding gloves brand new used by
NASA pilots will sell for $45 ph Peter (Vic) bh 03
4121013 or ah 054 282784
Foil Combat 152 (int) 1990 blue & green US gd
XC glider fully sleeved LE spare down tube suit
person looking for a performance glider at low
cost $890 ph 03 98744346 ah

ACT
Moyes Mission 170 vgc urgent sale $1000 ph 06
2979195

Northern Territory
Meteor 190 int yellow & green gc suit tandem
$600089274447
Moyes XT 145 (nov) gc green orange & white
$2500 ono, + Dart (pod) harness suit 150-175 cm tall with
emergency parachute $400
ph Dave Richards 089 620328
w, 089 622586 h

Western Australia
Sjostrom vario $35 + Moyes
pod harness suit 5'6"-6' $350
+ Reserve parachute $350 +
Clip on wheels $60 + Speed
bar $60 + Towline 440 metres
5 mm (never used) on reel
$60 all items in A 1 cond will
sell separate or the lot for
$1100 ph Steve 09 3992324
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Count on us!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL

Increased cOlllmuNcatlon
range usilg repeater
statIolIS.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At leom our leaders hip in CB is built on
innovation. And once aga in , ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC-40GX.
The sma llest h a ndhe ld U HF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when yo u want o ne-toone, uninterrupted
co mmunicat io n, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The IC-40GX
saver.

allows yo u to

Feature aner feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or rece ive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

for single button speed ca lling. You also get ca ll -back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously , in

t ransmiss ion sw itc h to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch C h annel 5 eme rgency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance

of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Ca ll : (008) 338915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 5298485

There will always be Xtralite

The super successful Moyes Xtralite has
started 1996 in top World Championship
form , winning both men's and women's
divisions in the Forbes Flatlands
competition and also tal~ing home the
winning trophy of the 1996 Australian
Nationals.
Moyes believes in dedication to quality.
Quality equals performance, comt6rt and
safety. The research and development
programme Moyes runs is second to none
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The Moyes Xtralite is backed up with a
world wide spare parts and repair system .

and doily tests the outer limits of their
gliders. The "State of the Art" materials
used in the Xtralites are continuously
being checl~ed in the minutest detail
and upgraded .
The Moyes Xtralite you buy today is not
only the most winning glider of all time
but will be for many years to come.
You have the world at your feet when
you fly Moyes Xtralite .
Australia: Moyes Delta Gliders Ply Ltd, Tel: 61 (02) 3875622 Fox: 61 (02) 387 4472
Europe: Moyes Europe Air-!lose GmbH, Tel: 49(00695)602304 Fox: 49(03695)602 305
USA: Moyes California Inc., Tel 1 (818) 8873361 Fox: 1 (818) 702 0612
Japan: Japan Moyes, Telefox: 81 (299) 26 8113
United Kingdom: Simon Murphy's Flying Circus, Tel. &Fox: 44 (0404) 891685

